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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to investigate computational models of non-verbal social inter­
action for the purpose of generating synthetic social behaviour in animations. To this 
end, several contributions are made: A dynamic model, providing multimodal control 
of animation is developed and demonstrated using various data formats including mo­
tion capture and video; A social interaction model is developed, capable of predicting 
social context/intent such as level of interest in a conversation; and finally, the social 
model is used to drive the dynamic model, which animates appropriate social behaviour 
of a listener in a conversation in response to a speaker.
A method of reusing motion captured data by learning a generative model of motion 
is presented. The model allows real-time synthesis and blending of motion, whilst 
providing it with the style and realism present in the original data set. This is achieved 
by projecting the data into a lower dimensional space and learning a multivariate 
probability distribution of the motion sequences. Functioning as a generative model, 
the probability density estimation is used to produce novel poses, and pre-computed 
motion derivatives combined with gradient based optimisation generates the animation.
A new algorithm for real-time interactive motion control is introduced and demon­
strated on motion captured data, pre-recorded videos and HCI. This example-based 
method uses the original motion data for synthesis by seamlessly combining various 
subsequences together. A novel approach to determining transition points is presented 
based on k-medoids, whereby appropriate points of intersection in the motion trajectory 
are derived as cluster centres. These points are used to segment the data into smaller 
subsequences. A transition m atrix combined with a kernel density estimation is used 
to determine suitable transitions between the subsequences to develop novel motion. 
To facilitate real-time interactive control, conditional probabilities are used to derive 
motion given user commands. The user control can come from any modality including 
auditory, touch and gesture. The system is also extended to  HCI using audio signals 
from speech in a conversation to trigger non-verbal responses from a synthetic listener 
in real-time. The flexibility of the method is demonstrated by presenting results ranging 
from data sets composed of vectorised images, 2D and 3D point representations.
In order to learn the dynamics of social interaction, experiments are conducted to  elicit 
natural social dynamics of people in a conversation. Semi-supervised computer vision 
techniques are then employed to extract social signals such as laughing and nodding. 
Learning is performed using association rule data mining to deduce frequently occur­
ring patterns of social trends between a speaker and listener in both interested and 
not interested social scenarios. The confldence values from rules are utilised to build a 
Social Dynamics Model (SDM), tha t can then be used for both classification and visual­
isation. By visualising the rules generated in the SDM, analysing distinct social trends 
between an interested and not interested listener in a conversation is possible. The 
confidence values extracted from the mining can also be used as conditional probabili­
ties to animate social responsive avatars. A texture motion graph is combined with the 
example-based animation system developed earlier within the thesis. Using the mined 
rules of social interaction, social signals are synthesised within the animation, providing 
the user with control over who speaks and the interest level of the participants.
K ey  w ords: Human Computer Interaction, Probability Density Function, Motion Syn­
thesis, Character Animation, Modelling Social Interaction, Social Behavioural Analysis, 
Apriori Mining.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Motion synthesis has been an emerging topic in recent years, highly applicable to  the 
movie and gaming industries. A popular application of motion synthesis is in the reuse 
of motion capture data for the purpose of generating computer animations. Earlier 
techniques relied on interpolation to generate intermediate frames from manually de­
fined key-frames. This method offers high controllability to the animator but is very 
time consuming and requires a highly skilled animator to produce realistic animations. 
Realism is of great importance to the entertainment industry because it brings to life 
computer animated characters, making their performances enjoyable and believable. 
The human visual system can easily recognise characteristic motion but it is particu­
larly sensitive to errors, repetitions, or discontinuities in the motion. As a consequence, 
in order to generate animations tha t look realistic, it is necessary to develop methods 
to capture, maintain and synthesise intrinsic style to give authentic realism to motion 
data.
Motion capture provides a cost effective solution to realism, as life-like motion is eas­
ily acquired and large libraries of motion are available for use. Figure 1.1 shows an 
example of a motion captured walk sequence. To provide realistic results, multiple 
sequences need to  be blended together resulting in a seamless and life-like animation. 
Furthermore, recorded animation lacks the variability of natural motion and repeat­
ing a motion can look false due to its lack of natural variance. W ithin this thesis, a 
generative model is explored to synthesise and blend between different cyclic human
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Figure 1.1: Example MoCap: Example motion captured data of a walk sequence
articulated motion, resulting in sequences of realistic actions which would otherwise be 
difficult to achieve using key framing. Natural variation is also incorporated into the 
model, allowing repetitive motion to appear slightly different each time, as one would 
expect in real life.
As well as motion capture synthesis, temporal texture synthesis from photorealistic mo­
tion in video, is a vital tool in film production. Figure 1.2 shows examples of temporal 
textures in video of stochastic and non-stachastic motion. (A) and (B) are stochastic 
videos of a candle flame and plasma beam respectively undergoing motion, and (C) is 
a non-stochastic video of person’s facial expression when engaged in conversation.
When filming a movie, certain elements in a video scene such as the movement of 
trees blowing in the wind, do not perform on cue. It may not always be cost effective, 
safe or even possible to control the surroundings to match the director’s intentions. 
Likewise, the ability to control the movement of a character in a video scene can 
provide an attractive alternative to post-production filming, providing movie editors 
with the means to edit an actor’s performance without having to re-record the scene, 
which could also be very expensive and time consuming. Although CGI (Computer 
Generated Imagery) is the vastly popular medium for computer game characters and 
post-production modifications, photo-realistic temporal textures has proven to heighten 
realism especially in the gaming experience [44]. This thesis presents a novel approach 
to generating animations from video. An example-based motion model, whereby the 
original motion data is retained to use in synthesis (as opposed to a generalisation) 
is adopted, resulting in no loss in motion detail and increased realism. This model
Figure 1.2: Example tem poral textures: Example temporal textures in video of stochastic 
and non-stachastic motion. (A) and (B) are stochastic videos of a candie flame and plasma 
beam respectively, and (C) is a non-stochastic video of a person’s facial expression when engaged 
in conversation.
is unique in that it is capable of handling large data sets due to its novel motion 
segmentation approach. It is also not tailored to animate from video textures only, but 
applicable to virtually any motion format. As well as textures, 2D, and 3D (MoCap) 
point representations are demonstrated.
In HCI (Human Computer Interaction), real-time interactive control is of vital im­
portance when developing effective user interfaces. For instance, when operating a 
computer, one utilises a mouse and a keyboard for interaction. Using these interfaces, 
commands and intentions are translated by the machine and immediately executed. 
As society becomes more technologically adept and advanced, human and computer 
interfaces are increasingly becoming more intuitive. From the use of motion sensors 
to turn on lights and open doors (as opposed to light switches and door handles), to 
fully automated telephone systems with voiced command capabilities (not requiring 
keypads), to the next generation portable devices with multiple touch screens, gyro­
scope sensors to determine landscape or portrait visualisation, and so forth. As such, 
real-time interactive control of motion data could prove valuable in providing a human 
user with an effortless interface for interacting with animations.
Intuitive interfaces to control motion data are difficult because motion data is intrinsi­
cally high dimensional and most input devices do not map well into this space. Mouse 
and keyboard interfaces can only give position and action commands, so an autonomous
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approach is needed to translate user commands to appropriate behaviours and transi­
tions in modelled motion data. In this thesis, by learning the mapping between motion 
subspaces and external stimulus, a multimodal motion controller is developed giving 
the user real-time interactive Multimodal Control of the creation of novel sequences. 
The external stimulus can come from any modality and is demonstrated within this 
work using auditory, touch and gesture.
Although there has been a vast amount of research in the field for motion capture an­
imations and human video texture synthesis, little work has been done in developing 
socially interactive avatars, capable of responding appropriately to  non-verbal commu­
nication. To make this possible, a method of modelling social dynamics in natural 
conversation is needed.
As naturally social entities, humans can easily extract social information from non­
verbal communication without the need of understanding what is being said. Psychol­
ogists believe this skill is hard-wired in the human brain [67]. Gesture, vocal signal, 
and body language triggers unconscious analysis of socially relevant information [8]. 
Since non-verbal communication plays such an im portant role in our social interaction, 
a method of modelling it would prove valuable in understanding our relationships, iden­
tifying context/intent, or generating synthetic responses in an Artificial Intelligent (AI) 
context.
The ability to build models of social dynamics could assist social scientists and medi­
cal psychologists with diagnosing social related conditions from just a short period of 
video observation. It could enhance a machine’s understanding of human social be­
haviour, resulting in better man and machine interfaces, and could also be used to 
drive animation resulting in socially interactive avatars.
Both in movies and 2D/3D animations, a crowded social environment such as a busy 
restaurant scene, would be a challenging setting to direct or animate. This is mainly 
due to the vast amount of characters involved. Using autonomous socially interactive 
avatars would make this complex and potentially expensive task easier. By selecting 
the avatars based on their social characteristics such as their level of interest in con­
versations, their politeness or aggressiveness, or even their emotional attachment to
each other, a crowded social scene can be played out without the need for animating 
or directing each individual character.
Several gaming platforms are exploring new ways of enhancing the gaming experience, 
introducing innovative game controllers tha t allow users to better interact with their 
games. The idea of building a relationship with a video game character is not a new one, 
starting as early as 1996 with the Japanese handheld digital pets called Tamagotchi. 
Now, with the advancement in gaming technology, interacting and exchanging social 
signals with an interactive avatar would be a step towards true virtual relationships.
The focal point of this thesis addresses the research question:
Can a social model be used to drive a motion synthesis model, and generate 
realistic autonomous social behaviour in animations
To this end, a model for non-verbal communication is devised, which also allows classifi­
cation and visualisation of multimodal exchanges in social signals between a speaker and 
listener in a conversation. This social model is then applied as an autonomous social- 
context controller for human video motion synthesis. However, unlike social models 
tha t rely on intangible psychological observations, the approach adopted in this work 
uses tangible rules governed by the data to discern distinct trends and characteristics.
This thesis is divided into the following chapters. Chapter 2 reviews related work in 
the field of motion synthesis and social behaviour analysis, highlighting their main 
contributions and limitations.
This thesis consists of a number of key contributions presented over four technical 
chapters. A statistical model for motion synthesis and blending is first presented in 
Chapter 3. By modelling motion as a probability density function  (PDF), the model can 
synthesise novel motion whilst retaining the natural variance inherent in the original 
data. Blending is as a result of linearly interpolating between different PDFs.
Chapter 4 extends this generative approach to an example-based motion model, whereby 
the original data itself is used for synthesis. By combining this motion model with an 
interactive multimodal controller, a Multimodal Interactive Motion Controller ifAlM iC) 
is developed, giving a user multimodal control of motion data of various formats.
Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 5 introduces the social dynamic model (SDM), capable of accurately predicting 
conversational interest using mined social signals. Chapter 6 then describes how this 
social model is used to intuitively drive animation resulting in autonomous socially 
interactive avatars. This thesis then ends with conclusions in Chapter 7, where the 
achievements and limitations of this work is discussed with potential improvements 
and developments for future work.
Chapter 2
Literature R eview
The work within this thesis is a combination of two disciplines; Motion synthesis for 
the purpose of generating computer animations, and human social analysis with the 
aim of understanding and modelling natural human social behaviour. As explained 
earlier, the focus of this research is to use the human social model to autonomously 
drive the motion model, resulting in socially interactive animations. This motion model 
can synthesise motion in various formats. W ithin this work, this is demonstrated on 
motion capture data, and temporal textures (RGB pixels from video). Additionally, as 
well as deriving social animations, the human social model can also efficiently predict 
social context from a short period of video observation.
To this end, this chapter starts with a literature review on techniques used for motion 
synthesis on motion capture and temporal textures in video respectively. This is then 
followed by a review on related research in social behaviour analysis. Finally, this 
chapter concludes with a summary of the literature reviewed, highlighting the open 
areas of research this thesis addresses.
2.1 M otion Capture Synthesis
Motion capture technology allows one to digitally capture and record the 3D movements 
of a performer in a computer. The recordings are of high quality and can reproduce
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an accurate computer model of the performer’s movement which would otherwise be 
difficult to  obtain with traditional methods of animation.
The motion capture system consists of a performer wearing markers on their body to 
identify motion by the position and orientation of the markers. The motion capture sys­
tem records the positions, angles, velocities, accelerations and impulses to a computer, 
providing an accurate digital representation of the motion.
It started as a tool for choreographic study and for clinical assessment of movement in 
biomechanics research. It expanded into education, training, and more recently com­
puter animation for cinema and video games [27]. In the early 1880s, Muybridge [86] 
produced one of the earliest studies of biomechanics, which started by simply observing 
series of photographs of animal locomotion. This led to the development of point-light 
displays attached to the joints of a person’s body in order to gather information of a 
person’s movement [124]. W ith technological advancements, the more frequently used 
motion capture systems are based on mechanical, magnetic and optical sensors. The 
mechanical system, which is the older of the group, consisted of a performer wear­
ing mechanical armatures and encoders, heavily restricting the performer’s movement. 
An improvement was offered by the magnetic system which utilises magnetic sensor, 
however the drawback to this technology is its sensitivity to metal in the capturing 
area which introduces noise into the final data [95]. The optical system consisting of 
reflective markers is an approach highly invested in Hollywood productions today. It 
provides high sampling rate and accuracy, but several problems can occur during cap­
ture such as marker occlusion and false reflections. This means tha t recordings must 
be post-processed which can be tedious and time-consuming.
Motion capture is costly, however, it is a faster and more reliable method of producing 
realistic animation compared to traditional key-framing techniques. Its main limitation 
is once the data has been collected it is difficult to edit without losing the natural 
qualities of the movement. Outlined in this section are various techniques developed to 
allow pre-recorded motion captured data to be edited, re-used, and blended to create 
novel motion. These are grouped according to the similarity of their techniques and in 
their applications.
2.1. Motion Capture Synthesis
Constraint-based methods [136, 49, 75, 76] generalise user specified kinematics and 
configuration constraints into an optimisation problem which is used to  modify motion 
clips. Signal Processing techniques [137, 26, 126, 125, 118] represent human motion as 
a time varying signal, which is partitioned into various frequency components in order 
to apply global transformation on existing motion.
A common approach is using interpolation and blending techniques [102, 103, 112, 96] 
to produce variations of existing motion. Statistical modelling [24, 22, 132, 84, 100] 
is another popular method which learns a model of motion from a database which 
can be used to synthesise motion sequences based on their statistical characteristics. 
Finally, example-based methods [120, 11, 123, 70, 69] retains the original data to use 
in synthesis, whereby various subsequences are attached resulting in novel sequences.
The methodology adopted in this thesis is a combination of statistical modelling and 
example-based methods. Its application however, is extended to multiple data  formats 
with multimodal interactive controllability, as well as other categories of formalisation 
tha t allows for robust and efficient real-time implementation. These are discussed in 
the later chapters.
The following sections review the motion editing techniques in more detail.
2 .1 .1  C o n stra in t-b a sed  M e th o d s
A fundamental issue with editing motion data is there is no prior knowledge of the 
motion, hence, no guarantee the resulting movement is physically correct. W hen an­
imating from complex human pose configurations, this can lead to unnatural looking 
animations. To address this issue, W itkin et al. [136] introduced the spacetime con­
straint, which treats motion editing as a numerical optimisation problem. An objective 
function chooses a new motion th a t minimises the distance to the original, whilst ad­
hering to all constraints.
This approach was then tailored to motion captured data, used in creating motion  
transformations [99]. By using a character simplification model, spacetime optimisa­
tion is used to fit the model to captured motion, essentially transforming the motion
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Figure 2.1: C haracter morphing: Motion captured character morphing [75]. The character 
is depicted at the modified frame.
by restricting its range of movement. The user can then edit the spacetime motion 
parameters, which are then used to reconstruct the final desired animation.
A similar optimisation technique is applied in [49, 75], whereby retargetting is used 
to map motion created for one character to another character of a different size. An 
example of retargetting is shown in Figure 2.1 where the user interactively morphs 
the size of the character whilst the original motion style is adapted to the character’s 
altered proportions.
Since the optimisation is solved simultaneously for the entire animation sequence (as 
opposed to the individual frame), this results in high computational complexity and low 
user interactivity. To improve performance, Gleicher [48] suggests a trade-off between 
animation quality and computation complexity by ignoring some specified constraints. 
To enhance user interactivity, Cohen [32] proposes spacetime windows, whereby optimi­
sation solutions are derived for subsequences of the animation as opposed to the entire 
animation.
Liu et al. [76], presents a method for synthesising complex dynamic motion from a
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simple animation. Input motion is analysed using a constraint detection method, which 
automatically determines linear and angular constraints. They demonstrate tha t such 
small sets of key parameters can be used to create realistic animations. However, this 
approach is best suited to highly dynamic motion and would otherwise fail when applied 
to low-energy movements such as walking.
These approaches tend to be computationally expensive and require a priori specifi­
cation of constraints. As such, constraint techniques are best suited to off-line and 
post-processing applications, as opposed to real-time interactive animations.
2 .1 .2  S ign a l P r o c e ss in g
Since all joints in the human body are correlated, one can consider human locomotion 
as a time-vary signal of linked coordinates. As a result, signal processing techniques can 
be applied in editing a continuous stream of motion, and for blending between different 
types of human articulated movements. W itkin and Popovic [137] present motion 
warping which uses curve fitting to convert motion data  into parameter curves. An 
animator edits key-frames on this motion curve and uses them as constraints by which 
a smooth deformation is applied, satisfying the key-frame constraints while preserving 
the realism of the original motion.
Bruderlin and Williams [26] treat motion parameters as sampled signals. These sampled 
signals can come from spline curves in keyframing systems, or from tracked markers 
in motion captured systems. Using recursive multiresolution filtering, they eflSciently 
reduce the sample into multiple band levels. Multitarget interpolation is then used 
to blend the frequency bands between different articulated movements resulting in 
novel animations. Figure 2.2 illustrates the process of Multitarget interpolating between 
different frequency bands to create new animations.
Sudarsky and House [116, 117] propose the use of non-uniform B-splines for articulated 
human motion representation. Using set primitive operators on these motion curves, 
smooth manipulation of motion captured data is possible. Non-uniform B-splines pro­
vide more flexibility during curve fltting, but can lead to  violations of joint limits.
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Figure 2.2: M u ltita r g e t in terp o la tio n : Multitarget interpolation between frequency bands 
[26].
Unuma et al. [126, 125] created a functional model of motion using fo u r ie r  series 
expansion. The model is used to make variations of human behaviour via the interpo­
lation and extrapolation of their fourier coefficients. Using a specified weighting value, 
the interpolation process can blend between different walks whereas the extrapolation 
process can exaggerate different walking styles. By considering the difference in fourier 
coefficients between two different data sets, they are also able to extract the combined 
fourier characteristics and model a novel walking style as a fourier characteristic func­
tion. This can then be blended with other motions, further extending the possible 
variations of human behaviour.
Utilising wavelet analysis [118], unlike fourier transforms, encompasses both frequency 
and time domain information, hence, any variation made will affect the whole motion 
resulting in smoother blends and better looking animations. Ahmed et al. [3] uses 
w avelet transform s to decompose motion curves into multi-resolution levels, whereby 
the low frequency resolution levels represent the main motion, and the high frequency 
resolution levels represent style and personality of the motion. Blending is made pos­
sible by linearly interpolating the coefficients of each resolution level independently, 
retaining more of the motion’s natural variation.
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Troje [124] uses sine functions to model walks. Using Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA), they extract relevant information from the data, representing them as discrete 
components. The temporal behaviour of these components are developed using a sine 
function, and sinusoidal curve fitting is used to parameterise them based on their re­
spective frequency, amplitude and phase. This approach is able to capture the motion 
style inherent in the data and allows for simple blending of the sine coefficients of dif­
ferent motion styles using linear interpolation. A limitation to this approach is tha t it 
produces identical motion cycles which is not natural. No one walk cycle is identical to 
another, and a more realistic movement would present slight variations in every cycle.
A possible solution was presented by Bodenheimer et al. [21], suggesting adding noise 
to create the illusion of natural looking variability in cyclic human motion. The noise 
changes the joint angle trajectories over time whilst maintaining the characters walking 
style. To achieve this, the noise is added to the arm degrees of freedom (DOF) which 
imparts movement to the rest of the body. This is accomplished using a white noise 
process, whereby a continuous noise function produces a maximum amplitude at the 
extrema of a DOF during a walking cycle. As a result, the noise produced to the 
DOF of the joints are in phase with the body’s movement resulting in natural variation 
during a walk cycle whilst maintaining the walker’s style.
Motion variations created using signal processing methods, impact the entire motion 
clip resulting in smoother and better looking animations. However, these methods 
require the example motion to be time-warped to determine sequential correspondence 
between each component of each motion. Although this may be straightforward for 
periodic motions like walking and running, this can be difficult when dealing with sets 
of more aperiodic movements.
2 .1 .3  M u lti-ta r g e t In te r p o la tio n  an d  B le n d in g
Developing character animation using interpolation is one of the earliest techniques 
used in computer animation and is still used by many animators today. Traditionally 
used for generating intermediate frames from manually defined key-frames, a more 
recent functionality is multi-target interpolation of discrete points in a parametric space.
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Figure 2.3: A nim ated character control: Locomotion chasing the mouse pointer [96].
Novel motion blends are generated by interpolating between multiple clips of time- 
varying correspondence, which can be used to lengthen animations, and create motion 
in-between sets to build up a parameterised space of movements.
Rose et al. [102, 103, 112] defined each animated pose as a hierarchy of rigid links con­
nected to joints, whereby each joint contains one or more DOF. Each DOF’s movement 
through time is represented as a uniform cubic B-spline curve. W ith this representation, 
they use radial basis fu n c tio n s  (RBF) to interpolate between similar motion sequences 
in this space. Park et al. [96] extends this approach by using a m ultid im ensional scat­
tered data in terpolation  technique [113], incorporating cardinal basis fu n c tio n s  instead 
of radial basis functions, which provides more efficient interpolation. Their parameter 
space is expanded to also incorporate speed, turning angle, and style (walk, run), which 
a user can interactively tune on-the-fly. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.3, where the 
locomotion of an animated character is guided by a mouse cursor in real-time.
Both of their approaches are able to synthesis motion based on groups of similar loco­
motion. However, it is only feasible for small databases since these groups of example 
motion are manually constructed with heavy constraints (key-event time). It would be 
a time consuming and tedious process when dealing with a large database. Since time- 
warping is required to derive frame correspondences, their approaches are not suited 
to acyclic motion.
Wiley and Hahn [135] combine sets of similar motions to create a multidimensional 
space of possible motions. The user specifies a pose and the system finds the subset 
of motions that are similar and occupy the desired parameter space. A binary tree
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progression of interpolation is used on each dimension to  derive the complete position 
and orientation components of the pose. They use linear interpolation for each vector 
position component of the pose and spherical linear interpolation for each quaternion 
orientation component. The draw back to this technique is it does not guarantee the 
synchronisation of key-events which can result in reduced realism.
Ashraf and Wong [12] extend the application of framespace interpolation [53] to both 
cyclic and acyclic human motion which can come from multiple sources (as opposed to 
a maximum of 4). An interactive forward kinematic interpolation technique autom at­
ically determines correspondences in the source motion. Transition curve and inverse 
kinematic constraints are then used to guide smooth motion blending. However, their 
approach decouples the upper and lower half of the body, which produces a phase 
difference tha t needs correcting.
Cooper et al. [33] presented a method for interpolating motion by building a real­
time motion controller. Each motion task (e.g. catching a ball) is parameterised by 
a control vector in a continuous space. Blendable motion clips associated to the same 
task are grouped together in clusters. Regions in this space tha t can not be blended are 
identified with an active learning system based on a set of error matrices. The system 
automatically generates what it believes to be an improved motion to  occupy this 
space. If it is approved by the human-user, the system updates the motion controller 
with this motion, otherwise the human-user performs the required motion. This results 
in a continuous blend map tha t can smoothly blend all possible states to  tasks in the 
controller.
Torresani et al. [122] use a theory of movement observations known as Laban Movement 
Analysis (LMA) to  describe movement styles as points in a multi-dimensional space. 
Unlike the methods listed above, their system does not learn a parametric function of 
the motion, but instead a parametric function of how the interpolation and extrapola­
tion weights applied to the data snippets relate to the style of the output sequences. 
This technique is developed from the combination of motion capture data snippets and 
learning parametric models of motion. A human expert is required to label the motion 
sequences according to the LMA-Effort factor of flow, weight and time. A non-linear
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regression model is fitted to these LMA labels and interpolation parameters, modelling 
style as a point in a 3D perceptual space and mapping the space of the motion style 
to the animation system parameters. However, the success of this technique is depen­
dent on the human expert perception of style which may result in some inaccuracy if 
different human expert label the motion sequences.
Since multi-target interpolation methods create novel motion by blending between dif­
ferent samples of discrete frames, similar to the signal processing approaches, a time- 
warping phase is required to derive correspondences. Additionally, in many cases, ex­
tensive user intervention is necessary to accurately determine classes of similar motion 
types. Kovar et al. [68] introduce registration curves which uses a coordinate invariant 
distance function to automatically determine the relationships between frames based 
on the timing, local coordinate frame, and constraint state. However, their approach 
still relies on manually prepared motion samples with pre-determined constraints.
2 .1 .4  S ta t is t ic a l M o d e l
A number of researchers have used statistical models to learn generalised motion char­
acteristics for the synthesis of novel motion. Johnson et al. [62] uses a statistical model 
based on image observations [63] to learn simple human interaction. A stochastic track­
ing algorithm [60] is used to  extract silhouettes of two individuals shaking hands. A 
probability density function (PDF) is learnt over a distribution of prototype vectors, 
derived by computing vector quantisation on the data. Combining the model with a 
markov-chain, human interaction (shaking hands) with a virtual human (2D tracked 
points) is possible. Galata et al. [45] extended this approach, using variable length 
markov models to encode high order temporal dependencies more easily. The inter­
action demonstrated in their work is quite simple (human user extends hand, virtual 
human extends hand), and although results are demonstrated on a video sequence, 
generation does not appear to be real-time and interactive.
Brand and Hertzmann [24] introduce style machines, which uses a statistical model to 
generate new motion sequences in a broad range of styles. They use hidden markov 
models (HMM) along with entropy minimisation procedures to learn and synthesise
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motion with particular styles. Their approach is similar to tha t presented in this thesis 
in th a t a gaussian process is combined with a markov chain. However, the work in 
this thesis also incorporates a projection mapping method for multimodal interaction 
control, which extends user controllability. Their work is also tailored to MoCap data 
and was not tested on temporal textures.
Bowden [22] developed a statistical model of motion known as a Point Distribution 
Model (PDM) by augmenting the discrete representation of PCA shapes with a markov 
chain. He uses PCA to perform eigenvector decomposition on the covariance matrix, 
then projects the data into a linear subspace with minimum lose of information. A 
fuzzy k-mean algorithm is used to segregate each data set into clusters. Each cluster 
corresponds to a state in a markov chain, and a first order markovian process is used to 
progress through the states. Linear interpolation is then used to further refine motion 
between fragments.
Carvalho et al. [28] also uses a PCA representation to  train  a motion model from 
motion captured data. However, they use a prioritised inverse kinematics strategy to 
apply motion constraints with different levels of importance. As opposed to using PCA, 
Grochow et al. [52] learns a PDF over character poses represented by a scaled gaussian 
process latent variable model. This model represents the data in a low dimensional 
latent space, and motion synthesis occurs by optimising the likelihood of new poses 
given the original poses.
Mukai and Kuriyama [84] present a technique of geostatistics called universal kriging 
th a t predicts continuous distribution of interpolation variables from samples. By con­
sidering all motion clips as spatial samples distributed in a multidimensional space, 
the correlation between samples is used to estimate a statistical model known as a 
variogram function. Univeral kriging predicts a distribution of the variogram function 
by statistically estimating the correlations between the dissimilarity of motions and 
distance in the parameteric space.
Wang et al. [132] proposed a non-parametric dynamical system based on a gaussian 
processes latent variable model, which learns a representation for a nonlinear system. 
Their approach models pose and motion separately using a dynamic process and obser-
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Figure 2.4; L aten t variab le  m odel: Latent variable model, learnt for walking sequences 
from three different subjects, (a) Learnt latent coordinates, (b) variance plot, (c) Green lines 
shows the dynamic predictive distribution [132].
vatioii process respectively. This high dimensional data is efficiently reduced to a low 
dimensional latent space, resulting in a non-parametric system that can account for 
uncertainties in the model. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4, where 2.4(a) is the learnt 
latent coordinates, 2.4(b) is the variance plot, and 2.4(c) shows the dynamic predictive 
distribution in green.
Pullen and Bregler [100] introduce the idea of synthesising motion by extracting the 
m otion  texture i.e. the personality and realism, from the motion and using it to drive 
hard constraints such as foot positions on the floor. They comprise their motion of 
three im portant features, frequency band, phase, and correlation. These features are 
represented with a kernel-based probability distribution. This distribution is used to 
synthesise the walk and a gradient based method is used to optimise the data. Part 
of this approach is adopted in this work whereby a m ultivariate probability distribution  
is used to model the data and synthesise a walk. However, blending between different 
distributions is also made possible, as well additional formalisations to facility real-time 
animation and interactive control. In the subsequent chapter, this approach is further 
extended to an exemplar-based method, using the probability distribution to determine 
the most like start and end pose configuration given a user specified action.
The statistical approaches mentioned above work well in generalising motion charac­
teristics, however, they are all tailored to animate only 2D and 3D marker points. 
Basharat and Shah [15] use chaos theory to learn a generalised model for nonlinear dy­
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namic systems, which can synthesise both motion capture data and temporal textures. 
By representing motion samples as a chaotic system, kernel regression is used to predict 
future points from an initial configuration. Their approach learns a generalisation for 
an individual motion type which is best suited for extending motion samples but not 
for motion blending. Also, their system does not provide real-time interactive control.
Chapter 3 presents a novel approach to creating a statistical model for generating real­
time animation. This approach can animate both marker points and temporal textures 
in video, and allows real-time interactive control of animations. The user can choose 
to synthesise any motion type inherent in the data, and interactively blending between 
them.
2 .1 .5  E x a m p le -b a sed  M e th o d s
Motion synthesis using example-based methods, i.e. retaining the original data to use 
in synthesis, provides a more attractive alternative to statistical models since there is 
no loss of motion detail.
Molina-Tanco and Hilton [120] adopts this approach, proposing a multi-level statistical 
model for motion capture data. The first level of the model consists of a markov chain 
of the joint trajectories which allows the generation of motion by traversing states. 
By dividing the joint space into clusters using a k-mean classifier, each markov state 
corresponds to a region or cluster. On its own, this level does not produce high quality 
motion due to the compression performed by the statistical model. However, in the 
second level, using bayes theorem, they relate the markov states with segments of the 
original motion in the database, allowing the generation of realistic motion based on 
the segments.
Arikan et al. [11] developed a system tha t allows the user to synthesise motion by 
creating a timeline with annotated instructions such as walk, run or jump. The system 
then assembles frames collected from a motion database allowing the final motion to 
perform the specified actions at specific times. The user may also specify constraints, 
requiring the motion to perform a particular pose, or move to a particular position and 
orientation at a given time. This is achieved using Support Vector Machine (SVM)
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classifiers which generalise the user annotations to the entire database. The synthesis 
algorithm is based on successive dynamic programming optimisation. It finds blocks 
of motions tha t can fit together in a motion sequence and at the same time satisfy the 
annotations and other low level constraints. The entire process is interactive and the 
user can change desired motion properties on-the-fiy. For this approach to be successful, 
a relatively large database is needed to work with their optimisation technique otherwise 
it may result in highly repetitive motion generation.
Treuille et al. [123] developed a system tha t synthesises kinematic controllers which 
blend subsequences of precaptured motion clips to achieve a desired animation in real­
time. Using a parametric value function, their controller selects sequences of clips to 
achieve a user specified objective. Objectives can include navigation as well as and 
obstacle avoidance. The limitation to this approach is it requires manual segmentation 
of motion subsequences to a rigid design in order to define appropriate transition points.
Representing motion transitions using a motion graph [101, 111, 13, 17, 50], originally 
introduced by Kovar et al. [70], provides additional control. It uses sequences from the 
original data and automatically generates transitions to perform an optimal graph walk 
tha t satisfies user-defined constraints. Each motion is defined by the position of its root 
joint and the quaternion representation of each joint. They use similarity matrics to 
determine fragments of similar motion. By representing frames in terms of point clouds, 
they calculate the weighted sum of squared distance between corresponding points in 
the clouds. If the distance is below a user-specified threshold, the relative motions are 
considered similar. These groups of similar motions can then be blended by linearly 
interpolating the corresponding root positions and using spherical linear interpolation 
of corresponding joint rotations. Figure 2.5 shows an example of synthesising human 
articulated motion using a motion graph. The curve represents the path the character 
is required to walk, and the transition points are indicated where the curve changes 
colour.
Kovar and Gleicher [69] improve on this further by analysing the correspondences them­
selves, assuming increased simplicity in finding corresponding frames when amongst 
similar motion types. This addition increases the robustness of the search for simi-
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Figure 2.5: M o tio n  graph: Example of motion synthesis using motion graph [70]. The curve 
represents the user desired path, and the curve’s colour indicates a transition to another motion 
type.
lar motion fragments. They also include a blending weight constraints tha t limits the 
amount of allowable extrapolation, projecting unattainable motion requests back onto 
the accessible portion of the parameter space.
The example-based model presented in this thesis extends on motion graph by using a 
pose space PDF to derive the likelihood of a pose given the data, ensuring better quality 
transitions. The work within this thesis also presents a more efficient approach to 
deriving transition points based on k-medoids, making this approach more appropriate 
for large data sets of video.
Lee et al. [74] used interactive controllers to animate an avatar from human motion 
captured data. They present three control interfaces: selecting a path from available 
choices to control the motion of the avatar, manually sketching a path (analogous to 
M otion  Graphs [70]), and acting out motion in front of a camera for the avatar to 
perform. The motion controller in Chapter 4 is multimodal and demonstrated driven 
by keyboard, mouse, and gesture interfaces. The controller is also extend to the audio
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domain, using audio MFCC features to drive the motion model. In Chapter 6, the 
controller is further extended to the social domain, using mined social signals to derive 
animations. Previous approaches to modelling motion driven by audio features, have 
been used for lip-syncing a facial model [25, 23], or animating the hand and body ges­
tures of a virtual avatar [115]. In these examples, audio signals are used to animate a 
speaker or performer. Jebara and Pentland [61] touched on modelling conversational 
cues and proposed Action Reaction Learning (ARL), a system tha t generates an an­
imation of appropriate hand and head pose in response to a user’s hand and head 
movements in real-time. However, this does not incorporate audio.
2.2 Temporal Texture Synthesis
Early approaches to texture synthesis were based on parametric [57, 35] and non- 
parametric [41, 134, 94] methods, which create novel textures from example inputs. 
Approaches to static texture synthesis paved the way for temporal texture synthesis 
methods, often used in the movie and gaming industries for animating photo-realistic 
characters and editing video scenery.
There are two common placed methods to  temporal texture synthesis; generative meth­
ods and example-hased methods, both of which have been adopted in this thesis. Similar 
to the motion capture approaches, generative methods [119, 14, 133, 18, 38] learn a gen­
eralisation of time-vary relationships in texture to generate novel video sequences. This 
method is best suited to stochastic textures such as waterfalls, flames etc, since the in­
consistencies in the generalisation are more evident when attem pted on precise temporal 
textures such as the human facial expressions and gestures. However, example-based 
methods [25, 23, 71, 44, 106], retain the original texture data to use in synthesis, 
making it more appropriate for synthesising precise temporal textures. However, an 
intuitive approach is needed to derive appropriate transition points, to disguise the 
switching/blending between discrete video subsequences.
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Figure 2.6: C o m p u ted  tr a je c to r ie s  o f  m oveton s: The computed trajectories of fireworks 
and the source and sink maps [133].
2 .2 .1  G e n e ra tiv e  M e th o d s
An earlier approach to temporal texture synthesis was introduced by Szummer et al. 
[119], who used a spatio-tem poral autoregression model (STAR) [31] to model image 
sequences. By representing each pixel as a linear combinations of surrounding pixels, 
a neighbourhood structure of the model is defined. Using a least square method, 
estimating unknown pixel parameters is made possible.
Bar-Joseph et al. [14] use wavelets to generalise temporal textures into signals. By 
learning a hierarchical multi-scale transform of the signal, conditional probabilities are 
used to traverse paths, resulting in new random textures.
Wang and Zhu [133] combines algorithms from both texture and motion analysis (mo­
tivated by vision and graphics methods) to create a generative model for temporal 
texture synthesis. They represent temporal textures as superposition of linear bases. 
M ovetons, which are moving elements in the texture, are clustered into groups of spatial 
adjacent bases. A markov chain is used to model dynamics, and the source and sink 
movetons are modelled by birth and death maps. Figure 2.6 shows an illustration of 
their approach. By editing the birth map, they are able to synthesise more fireworks. 
This approach however, is quite computationally expensive and can only provide near 
real-time animations.
Similarly, instead of M ovetons, Bhat et al. [18] allows a user to synthesise specific 
texture dynamics in a video using texture particles. The user can define how-lines in
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Figure 2.7: Texture particles: Synthesising new video by manipulating how-lines [18].
the sample video where dynamics and texture variations are captured. Synthesis is as 
a result of blending the textures along these particles over time. This approach differs 
from [133], in that the user can intuitively edit a video scene by sketching ffow-lines on 
top of an image. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.7 where given a video sequence of a 
waterfall, additional waterfalls with appropriate texture dynamics can be added to the 
scene.
Doretto et al. [39, 114, 38] present an approach for modifying temporal behaviour of 
dynamic textures. L inear G aussian models are used to synthesise novel sequences with 
the same characteristics as the original video. By using eigen-decomposition to extract 
eignvalues of the sample textures, and representing the eignenvalues in polar coordi­
nates, speed manipulation is made possible by altering their normalised frequencies.
Although these methods work well in generalising temporal texture for synthesis, they 
do not provide real-time interactive control of the objects undergoing motion. They are 
also tailored to temporal textures and cannot be applied to other motion formats. The 
generative method presented in the thesis, can synthesise discrete states of different 
motion types inherent in the data, as well as allowing interactive real-time control for 
transitioning to different movements. The approach presented in this thesis is also 
applicable to both temporal textures and motion capture data.
2 .2 .2  E x a m p le -b a sed  M eth o d s
Bregler [25] was one of the first in adopting example-based methods by introducing 
video rewrite. Video rewrite lip-syncs a facial model. Using sample videos of a person 
speaking naturally, new video can be created of the same person mouthing words they
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Figure 2.8: Voice P uppetry : Reuse of the facial HMM’s internal state machine in construct­
ing the vocal HMM [23].
had not spoken. Following a similar approach to concatenative speech synthesis in [83], 
this is achieved by attaching together visemes of the mouth region extracted from the 
original data to match the new utterance. These visemes are blended back onto the 
face resulting in the final animation.
Brand [23] expands on this, introducing Voice Puppetry, which also incorporates dy­
namic information of the entire face and not just the lip region. Figure 2.8 illustrates his 
approach. Given an input video, the face alone (not including audio) is analysed using 
entropy estimation. This is used to learn facial dynamics and build a facial HMM. An 
occupancy matrix is used to associate the synchronised audio (voice) to each facial state 
resulting in an audio driven vocal HMM. Given a new vocal signal, a Viterbi algorithm 
is applied to the vocal HMM to animate the optimal sequences of facial configurations.
In both these examples, audio signals are used to animate a speaker or performer. In 
this thesis, the example-based approach uses audio signals to animate a listener in a 
conversation. The audio-video mapping is not based on specific phonemes but rather 
non-verbal inclinations to trigger backchannel responses from the listener.
Another well know method was introduced by Kwatra et al. [71], who generated per­
ceptually similar patterns from a small training data set, using a graphcut technique
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based on Markov Random Fields (MRF). Combined with an approximative offset search 
techniques, graphcut automatically determines optimal patch regions from a sample, 
which can then be copied to  an output to generate a new and larger output. This 
method is applicable to static and temporal textures, however only suited to stochastic 
sequences.
In some cases, example-based techniques used for the synthesis of motion captured data 
are similar to example-based techniques used for temporal texture synthesis of videos. 
By substituting pixel intensities (or other texture features) with marker co-ordinates, 
and applying motion constraints suited to the desired output, a similar framework can 
be extended to both domains.
Schodl et al. [106, 105] introduce Video Textures which compute the distances between 
frames to derive appropriate transition points to generate a continuous stream of video 
images from a small amount of training video. Their input data is represented as a 
Markov process which is used to determine the likelihood of transitioning between dis­
crete frames at ends of different subsequences. To account for mirroring effects during 
transitions, appropriate transition points are chosen to have both frame-to-frame sim­
ilarity and temporal similarity over a frame window. Their system was demonstrated 
on several examples including a random play video of a human face, and a mouse con­
trolled fish, whereby a mouse cursor was used to guide the path of the fish with different 
velocities.
Similarly, Flagg et al. [44] presents Human Video Textures where, given a video of an 
actor performing various actions, they produce a photo-realistic avatar which can be 
controlled, akin to a game character. Their data set consists of both recorded video 
(using a single high definition camera), and 3D motion captured markers placed on 
the performer. They use the motion captured data to identify transition points in the 
video clip. A translation alignment of the marker points is done first before a similarity 
measure. To generate transitions, they use a 15 frame window consisting of 3 phases; 
pre-transition, transition, and post-transition. Each phase consists of 5 frames. There 
is no blending in the pre- and post-transition phases, only moving least square (MLS) 
warping (used for alignment of corresponding frames). This is demonstrated in Figure
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Figure 2.9: Hum an video textures: Transition process involving interpolating correspond­
ing clips [44].
2.9. In the transition phase, linear interpolation of the marker points (in 2D) are used 
for blending. To account for self-occlusion of the arm during a walk cycle, they segment 
the arm from the main body using MRF and compute separate warps and blending for 
them.
Work in this thesis is similar to both these cases, whereby temporal texture sequences 
are segmented based on distance/similarity, and used to create novel sequences. How­
ever, in these cases, human texture synthesis is performed on periodic data, or on 
data constrained to guarantee the actor returned to a neutral pose. In this thesis, 
the example-based method performs texture synthesis on natural human conversation 
data, whereby human social behaviour is neither periodic nor predictable. A novel 
combination of social behaviour can be generated by a user, which is extended to an 
autonomous social interactive system, using conditional probabilities derived by a social 
dynamics model.
Using emotions to interact with video animations was also suggested in [59], where the 
emotional expressions of an audience evokes em otional contagion  [55] of facial video 
portraits. However, this differs from the approach presented in this thesis in that, 
specific mined rules govern the social responses as opposed to synchronised mimicry.
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2.3 Social Behaviour Analysis
Traditional social interaction research can be grouped into two main categories; emotion 
based on cognitive psychology [42], and linguistics based on dialogue understanding 
[9, 65]. Although emotion understanding is of vital importance in how people socially 
interact, emotion recognition in a natural conversation is a very complex problem and 
would require extensive data and research in deducing social trends. Also, structured 
dialogue can not be easily interpreted to observe generalised social behaviour.
Other methods utilise machine learning models such as HMM [46] and Dynamic Bayesian 
Networks [36], and apply it to generic features in audio signals and pixel intensities to 
discern social behaviour. Schuller et al. [109, 110] uses a fusion of audiovisual features 
such as, Active-Appearance-Model-hased facial expressions, and linguistic analysis, com­
bined with Support Vector Machines to perform classification and regression of interest 
levels.
Bianchi-Berthouze et al. [66, 20, 19], focus primarily on using body posture for emotion 
recognition. W ith 55% of non-verbal communication expressed primarily through body 
language [78], they demonstrate accurate recognition through the use of body language 
alone (i.e. without facial features or audio signals), even across different cultures.
Work on social analysis in this thesis differs from those listed above in that, association 
rule mining is applied to audiovisual non-verbal social signals to discern social behaviour 
and deduce specific rules tha t present prominent trends.
2 .3 .1  N o n -V erb a l S o c ia l S ign a ls
Psychological studies have proven tha t observing non-linguistic/non-verbal, uncon­
scious social signals [5], can provide effective information in social interaction under­
standing [67]. There are five main groups of non-verbal behavioural cues [56]: physical 
appearance, gestures and postures, face and eye behaviour, vocal behaviour, space and 
environment. The most common approach in capturing these social signals are by using 
capture devices like microphones and cameras, although more elaborate methods exist 
such as smart meeting rooms [131] and mobile wearable devices [40].
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A number of researchers have used machine analysis of non-verbal social signals to in­
terpret social behaviour. Aran et al. [7] detect dominant people in a conversation using 
audio-visual cues applied to a rule-based estimator. The idea of Social Signal Process­
ing [128, 129], originally introduced by Pentland [98] and adopted in this thesis, is to 
use visual and vocal analysis to understand social behaviour and predict outcomes of 
dyadic interactions to enable a Human-Centred computing paradigm. This is achieved 
using textures (i.e. speaker energy and amount of movement) [97] from multimodal so­
cial signals. Similarly, Curhan et al. [34] uses these texture features to predict outcomes 
of negotiations based on thin slices [6] of employment negotiation data. Although these 
methods perform well in predictions, they rely on psychological observations to derive 
prior assumptions of what is positive or negative social behaviour. This may not be 
accurate in all social contexts. Also, their approach is unable to discern co-occurence 
of social signals of multiple modes, as these more complex dependencies are difficult to 
identify. However, in this work, a social dynamics model is introduced, which utilises 
data mining to derive tangible rules for visualising multimodal social interaction and 
for accurately predicting social context. This is achievable independent of prior psy­
chological evaluations, relying solely on the trends in the data.
Eagle et al. [40] introduce reality mining which use mobile devices, like smart badges 
and cellular phones, to extract proximity and vocal information to derive social net­
works. Their approach differs from tha t applied in this thesis in that, in this thesis, 
multimodal social signals are used as features for association rule mining, with the aim 
of deriving specific rules tha t govern conversation interest.
2 .3 .2  S o c ia lly  In te ra c tiv e  A n im a tio n
W ith the means of understand social behaviour, this paves the way for improvements 
in human-computer interactive systems. Such systems include conversational agents 
such as avatars, which can both communicate and interpret information from a human 
user, akin to a one-to-one interaction between two people. Such systems bridge the 
gap between man and machine interfaces. W ith technological advancements, avatars 
can resemble humans, understand dialogue, and communicate verbally, however, they
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still lack the understanding of natural human non-verbal behaviour essential for human 
interaction. As such, a vast amount of research has been adopted to address this issue.
Maatman, Gratch and Marsella [77], create a computer generated character tha t re­
sponds non-verbally (as an artificial listener) to a speakers, based on their audio signal, 
posture and head orientation in real-time. Similarly, Schroder et al. [107] proposed 
SAL (Sensitive Artificial Listener), which engages the user in a conversation by ob­
serving the user’s emotions and non-verbal expressions. Cassell et al. [29] propose 
Body Chat, which is a system tha t allows a user to communicate via text whilst their 
avatar generates non-verbal responses to  accompany the user’s input. The avatars can 
be controlled autonomously, manually, or both. Using an ANOVA and subsequent post- 
hoc t-test, their results showed tha t users found autonomous controlled avatars to be 
more natural, expressive, communicative. These approaches differ from work presented 
in this thesis in that, their animated character’s social interaction are predetermined 
(knowledge driven) based on prior assumptions (i.e. mimicry), where as the interaction 
of the artificial listener presented in both Chapter 4 and 6 are data driven, and only 
based on interaction learned from a conversation data set.
Pelachaud et al. [87] propose a partially data driven approach for generating non­
verbal social behaviour in virtual characters. Their model is based on both manually 
annotated video data and descriptions found in literature, to decode the collection of 
expressions tha t lead to certain human emotional behaviour. Cillies et al. [47] present a 
fully data driven approach, where a speaker’s audio signal is used to drive the full body 
MoCap animation of a listener. This approach is similar to work in Chapter 4, where a 
motion model is combined with reinforced learning to animate appropriate responses of 
a listener based on a speaker’s audio. Though they attem pt to add context information 
to their synthetic listener, i t’s responses are only driven by speech and can only operate 
in the simplest of contexts, i.e. [energetic voice => respond], or [calm voice ^  respond]. 
In Chapter 6, our approach extends this idea by using data driven multimodal mined 
rules to generate social responses from an avatar. This approach uses both audio and 
visual social signals, and can operate in more diverse social contexts.
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2.4 Summary
This chapter has presented a review of related research in motion capture synthesis, 
temporal texture synthesis, and social behaviour analysis.
Generative methods to both motion capture and temporal texture synthesis, can gen­
eralise motion characteristics, however, with the need for pre-defined constraints and 
heavy pre-processing, not all provide real-time interactive control, and are engineered 
for a single data format. Example-based methods for synthesis produces better look­
ing animations, however, most other methods utilise a tedious approach in deriving 
transition points, best suited to smaller data sets. In the following chapter, these prob­
lems have been addressed. Both a generative and example-based motion model are 
presented, capable of modelling motion in various formats and providing an interactive 
user interface. An intuitive approach to deriving transition points is utilised, making 
this methods applicable to data sets of varying sizes.
A challenging and largely unaddressed problem is in generating autonomous socially in­
teractive avatars. To achieve this, an understanding of natural human social behaviour 
is needed. As such, a review of popular methods to social behaviour analysis was pre­
sented. Although understanding human social behaviour using texture works well in 
predictions, it does not provide any information on specific exchanges in social signals. 
To address this, a social dynamics model is developed tha t provides tangible rules of 
specific exchanges in social signals. These rules are used as conditional probabilities to 
drive the motion model.
The next chapter presents a generative method for motion capture and temporal texture 
synthesis.
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Chapter 3
Generative M odel for Real-Tim e 
M otion Synthesis
This chapter presents a method for reusing motion capture (MoCap) and video data 
by learning a generative model of motion. The model allows real-time motion synthesis 
and blending whilst providing it with the style and realism present in the original 
data. Unlike other generative models of motion, this approach is applicable to both 
MoCap and temporal textures in video, and provides real-time interactive control of the 
generated animations. This approach also extends on work by Pullen and Bregler [100], 
allowing linear blending of PDFs and their constraints, in order to perform plausible 
transitions to different motion types.
Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), the high dimensional data  samples are 
projected into a lower dimensional eigenspace (Section 3.2). A statistical generalisa­
tion of the motion sequences are learnt using a multivariate probability distribution 
(Section 3.3.1). As such, two Probability Density Functions (PDFs) are derived. One 
PDF estimates the likelihood of pose/frame, and the other estimates the likelihood 
of motion from a given configuration. Combined with Gaussian noise (Section 3.3.6) 
for naturalistic motion variation, and a gradient-based optimisation (Section 3.3.4) to 
derive the optimal path, novel natural motion synthesis is made possible. To facilitate 
real-time animation, the PDF is combined with a kd-tree for fast Caussian approxima­
tion (Section 3.3.2).
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Figure 3.1: D ata set: (A) Sample 3D motion captured data of different walks, (B) Sample 
candle flame video recording of a flame undergoing motion
3.1 D ata Set for Generative M odel
Given a motion sequence X, each frame is represented as a vector x% where X =  
{ x i , a n d  N t  is the number of frames. Various motions can be modelled by the 
system. We demonstrate 3D motion, and rgb pixel intensities in two examples:
• 3D M o C ap  D a ta : The motion captured data used in this work are in a for­
mat which details the 3D Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) [30] for all the markers 
corresponding to the frames for the full body MoCap data, although similar ap­
proaches can be applied in polar spaces. Four different walks are used: male 
walk, fem a le  walk, skipping, and running. The user can synthesise a novel walk 
sequence in real-time and blend between different types of walks.
C an d le  F lam e: The movement of a candle flame is synthesised whereby the 
user has control over three discrete states: am bient flam e, flam e blow left, flam e  
blow right, and can blend between them.
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In each cases, each time step i of the data to  be modelled is vectorised as x% =  
{ x i i ,  y n , Z i i , ..., Xib, yn,, Zib) G for a 3D contour of b points and x% =  {r ii,g n , b n , ..., 
Txy,gxy,  bxy) G for an X X y image.
3.2 Dim ension Reduction and Eigenspace Projection
To reduce the complexity of building a generative model of motion. Principal Compo­
nent Analysis (PCA) [4, 104] is used for dimensionality reduction. Since the dimension­
ality of the resulting space does not necessarily reflect the true dimensionality of the 
subspace the data occupies, only a subset of the eigenvectors are required to  accurately 
model the motion.
For a given D-dimensional data set X  as defined in Section 3.1, the D principal axes 
T i, T 2 , ..., Ti:) are given by the D leading eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix:
■i Nt
^  (3.1)
^ i= l
where p, is the sample mean p  =  An eigen decomposition gives S =
^  A%T%, i G {1,..., D}, where Aj is the %th largest eigenvalue of S.
The dimension of the feature space |x^| can be reduced by projecting into the eigenspace
y% =  V ^(xi -  p) (3.2)
where V  is the projection onto the eigenspace V  =  [T i , ..., T j ,  T% are the eigenvectors, 
\ i  the eigenvalues, p  is the sample mean, and d is the chosen lower dimension d < |xi| 
such tha t >  .95 or 95% of the energy is retained. Y  is defined as a set of
all points in the dimensionally reduced data where Y  =  {yi, and G
This results in a d-dimensional representation of each frame in the sequence. This 
representation reduces the computational and storage complexity of the data whilst 
still retaining the time varying relationships between each frame. .
Figure 3.2 (A) shows a plot of the first mode against the second mode for all sequences,
i.e. the data projected onto the 2 eigenvectors tha t correspond to the two largest 
eigenvalues. Their distributions produce a geometric shape characteristic of a cyclic
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motion, showing that the projection retains the non-linearity of cyclic movement. The 
sequences vary in number of frames but all contain at least one complete cycle of the 
motion to be modelled. The male walk sequence consists of 182 frames, the female 
walk 229 frames, the skipping 135 frames, the running 35 frames, and the candle flame 
3000 frames. The number of frames were based on the available data and were not 
chosen apriori. This however highlights the diversity of the approach, which is capable 
of synthesis and blending regardless of data size.
3.3 Generative M odel for M otion Synthesis using PD F
3 .3 .1  T ra in in g  a  P D F
A statistical model of the constraints and dynamics present within the data can be 
created using a PDF. A PDF of appearance is created using kernel estimation where 
each kernel p ( y j  is effectively a Gaussian centred on a data example p ( y j  =  G(y^, S). 
Since we want our probability distribution to represent the dimensionally reduced data 
set Y  as noted in Section 3.2, the likelihood of a pose in pose space is modelled as a 
mixture of Gaussians using multivariate normal distributions.
Nt
^ (y )  =  (3.3)
where the covariance of the Gaussian is:
^ • • • 0 ^
S  =  0! (3.4)
\  0 • • • V % /
Figure 3.2 (B) shows a plot of such a distribution for each data set with the first mode 
plotted against the second mode. The width of the Gaussian in the dimension is set 
to CiyfXi.
If a  =  0, i.e. the variance is set to 0, the synthesis will not generalise and simply 
replay the original data. If a  is too high, there is no constraint upon pose and the 
resulting animation will be destroyed. Figure 3.3 illustrates this point. It shows the
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Figure 3.2: PCA  projections and PDFs: (A) Plot of PCA projection of the first mode 
against the second mode. (B) Probability Density Function (PDF) for all sequences. The width 
of the kernel is oyOq where a  = 0.25.
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PDF projection of the two leading eigenvectors for all data sets using different values of 
Q. In column (A), o l is too large with a value of 1, and in column (D), o t is too small with 
a value of 0.025. However, the intermediate plots provides reasonable representation of 
the data. As the eigenvalues are based on the variance of the overall data set, this allows 
the PDF to scale appropriately to the data. Therefore, we chose a  experimentally 
to provide a good trade off between accurate representation and generalisation, but 
it is important to note that this parameter remains fixed for all data sets. For all 
experiments a = 0.25 (as shown in column (B)).
MakWalk I
Skipi^ng
m
Figure 3.3: Varying PD F kernel sizes: Probability Density Function (PDF) for all se­
quences using different values of a. (A) q = 1 (B) a = 0.25 (C) a  = 0.0625 (D) a — 0.025.
3 .3 .2  F ast G a u ssia n  A p p ro x im a tio n
As can be seen from Equation 3.3, the computation required for the probability density 
estimation is high since it requires an exhaustive calculation from the entire set of data
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examples. This would be too slow for a real-time implementation. The more samples 
used, the slower the computation, however, the more accurate the density estimation. 
As a result, a fast approximation method based on kd-trees [82] is used to reduce the 
estimation time without sacrificing accuracy.
Instead of computing kernel estimations based on all data points, with the kd-tree, 
queries are localised to neighbouring kernels, assuming the kernel estimations outside a 
local region contribute nominally to the density estimation. We are now able to specify 
Nn nearest neighbours to represent the model, where iV„ <  N t . This significantly 
reduces the amount of computation required.
Equation 3.3 is simplified to:
^ '( y )  — IŸ77 P(Yi) (3'^)
' 'vy^eY'
where Y ' Ç Y, and Y ' is a set containing the Nn nearest neighbouring kernels to y  
found efficiently with the kd-tree.
3 .3 .3  M o tio n  S y n th e s is
To generate novel motion the procedure is:
1. P '(y)  is constructed as PDF in the pose space tha t gives the likelihood of any 
particular pose configuration.
2. As we are particularly interested in motion, a second PDF is constructed tha t en­
codes the likelihood of motion in the pose space for a given configuration P '(y , 
where:
=  Y i + i  “  Yi  (3  6 )
assuming regular sampling over the motion capture data. P '(y , is constructed 
similarly to Equation 3.5 using N t  Gaussian kernels in Similarly to Equation 
3.5, the covariance is set to:
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a
VÂd • • * 
. . .  . . .  2
(3.7)
^ 0  • • • • • •   j
where G{ is the standard deviation of the derivatives.
3. To locate a suitable starting configuration, the kernel tha t generates the highest 
likelihood is found.
m ax  =  argm ax(P% yJ)
i=l
(3.8)
4. From this configuration y^ =  Ymax^ the highest likelihood movement is selected
m ax A  =  arg max ( P ' ( y^.
dt
(3.9)
5. The model pose is then updated such that:
Yt+i = y t - f
^ y  max A
dt
(3.10)
and the pose is then reconstructed for rendering as Xf+i = p. + Vy^^^.
6 . The process then repeats from step 4.
3 .3 .4  G ra d ien t B a sed  O p tim isa tio n
This approach on its own will only generate the original motion. This is because cur­
rently, motion is guided only by the pre-computed derivatives with no optimisation to 
account for local gradient densities in each step. Therefore, optimisation is required to 
search for the local maxima at every iteration. To this end, gradient based optimisation 
is used to determine the most likely pose at every step.
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Gradient based optimisation works well with the assumption tha t the optimisation in 
step 4 finds a good global maximum. Since the surface is smooth (due to the use 
of Gaussian kernels) and the space contiguous (in tha t the positions of two adjacent 
frames are spatially close in the eigenspace), a simple gradient ascent method can be 
used.
A Mean Shift approach works well since it is only necessary to asses the likelihood 
at the corners of the search region (again assuming the surface is smooth). However, 
such a search is O(D^q) where q is the number of iterations to convergence and D, 
the dimensionality of the space. It is worth noting tha t in the case of P '(y , this 
dimensionality is twice the number of eigenvectors retained in the projection. Line 
optimisation methods such as Powells Method work well as the surface is smooth and 
the search become linear in the number of dimensions 0(D q). Newton type methods 
requiring Jacobian and Hessians are more problematic due to the large number of ker­
nels in the PDF. Optimisation is therefore done along the direction of each eigenvector 
in turn, using the previous location as the starting point of the search.
3 .3 .5  C o rrectio n  T erm  C o n stra in t
W ith the addition of the gradient based optimisation, this model is capable of gener­
ating novel poses based on the PDF. Though gradient optimisation derives the local 
maxima, the pre-computed derivatives still dictate the global steps to the local regions. 
Since the derivatives are based on the original data with no knowledge of the kernel 
densities, there is an inherent risk that the derivatives can cause drifting out of range 
of the distribution. The gradient based optimisation can correct this error if the drift 
is minor. However, for more extreme cases, it may take several iterations and traversal 
through unrealistic poses before recovery.
To account for this drift, a correction term  is added to the optimisation process. The 
correction term  constrains the estimated posture to remain within the PDF. This is 
brought about by adding a weighting to all estimated postures. Each estimation is mul­
tiplied by the likelihood of tha t posture being a valid posture, discouraging movement 
outside the pose PDF. Step 4 therefore becomes:
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ma:.A =  a r g m a x ( p ' ( y „ Q p ' ( y *  +  A ) )  (3.11)
This improves the optimisation in step 4, reducing drift, resulting in more plausible 
poses.
3 .3 .6  N a tu r a lis t ic  V a ria tio n  u s in g  G a u ssia n  N o ise
Cyclic motion is characteristically periodic, and in most cases, repeats sinusoidally at 
an almost constant frequency. However, naturalistic cyclic motion, especially human 
movements, contain slight variations in different cycles. Ignoring these variances will 
result in identical motion cycles and produce unnatural looking animations. Currently, 
the model serves to generalise the motion but with no guarantee of the occurrence of 
naturalistic variation. In order to address this issue and encourage mild disparities 
between different cycles, gaussian noise is added to the pose estimation process.
A noise term T  is calculated such that:
F j = Raj'll), 3 G 4  (3.12)
where 7  is a normally distributed random number with m ean = 0 , std  =  1 , cr is the 
standard deviation of the derivatives, and ■0 is noise control parameter th a t gives the 
user control of the noise magnitude. For this naturalistic variation to work effectively, 
the ability to vary T  using 0  is crucial. If F  is too large, it can inherently damage 
the animation by pushing the global traversals too far out of the normal cycle (and 
possibly completely out of the distribution), causing shaky and unnatural animations. 
Likewise, if T  is too small, it will have little influence on the resulting animation. The 
noise term  is added to the derivatives such that:
Step 4 now becomes:
m a xA  = argm ax ( f  ( y „  P ' (y ,  +  (3.14)
dt
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where T  is re-computed at every iteration.
The addition of this noise term  provides additional novelty to the generated animations, 
and is particularly beneficial when using smaller data  sets tha t do not contain motion 
variation. The noise term  is also useful when dealing with data  sets with high variable 
densities. Such a data set can suffer from immobility if the global traversal cannot move 
far enough to optimise to a different local maxima, resulting in repetitive frames. In 
this case, the noise term  helps to dislodge the global traversal to better local maximas.
The outcomes of varying T  and the noise control parameter used for each data are 
presented in the result section.
3.4 M otion Blending using PD F s
Thus far, real-time motion synthesis is as a result of combining a kernel density esti­
mation with a fast approximation method. To generate novel motion tha t follows an 
optimal path, a gradient based optimisation is used which incorporates correction term  
constraints to avoid drift. To improve the realism of the resulting animation, natural­
istic motion variation is included to the motion derivatives, resulting in accurate, novel 
and realistic animations.
The approach to motion blending between different sequences using the PDF follows 
a very similar procedure to motion synthesis. The sequences are firstly projected into 
a combined eigenspace by performing PCA on their combined data (as explained in 
Section 3.2). A PDF is then constructed for each sequence. The PDF used in synthesis 
is the weighted average of all distributions. By changing the weighting W , the influence 
of each PDF on the final animation can be altered and transitions between the sequences 
made.
For instance, given 7 ^ (y J  for pose PDF a, as presented in Equation 3.5, and F ^(yJ 
for PDF 6 , then step 3 is replaced with:
m ax = a r ^ a x ( [ l  -  VF]F^(yJ 4- hFP^(y0) (3.15)
i=l
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and similarly, step 4 is replaced with;
m a xA  =  arg ma* ( [ 1  -  W ]K  (y<, P' (y ,  +  ^ ) +  (y „  P ' (y ,  +  ^ ) )
(3.16)
where W  is the weighting variable between 0 and 1 (0 <  W < 1). W  = 0 for PDF a 
resulting in the animation o, PF =  1 for PDF b and W  =  0.5 for the mid-point between 
them resulting in an animation of equal contribution from the PDFs.
3.5 A nim ation/R esults
3 .5 .1  M oC ap  W alk  S y n th e s is
To illustrate the approach, four MoCap sequences were used: male walk, female walk, 
skipping, and running. The sequences were captured from the same actor using 44 
markers to cover the main joints of the human body (examples are shown in Figure
3.1 (A)). The markers are in 3D cartesian coordinates producing a 132 dimensional 
data sets (44(markers) x 3(coordinates)). The sequences were projected down into their 
combined lower dimensional eigenspace of 5 dimensions using the approach detailed in 
Section 3 .2 . A model was constructed for each type of walk, where each model consisted 
of two PD F’s, one for pose and one for motion. Combining the synthesis process in 
Section 3.3.3 with the gradient optimisation in Section 3.3.4, and by incorporating a 
correction term  as discussed in Section 3.3.5, novel motion synthesis was possible.
Figure 3.4 column (A) shows a visualisation of the PDFs of four synthesised sequences 
projected onto the two primary eigenvectors. We will refer to the traversal of data 
points through their distribution as motion trajectory. These results are without the 
addition of a noise term. Using the outlined procedure, a maximum likelihood path was 
generated from each of the PDFs. The result of which are superimposed on top of their 
respective distributions. As can be seen, the data points corresponding to a sequence 
of postures remain within the distributions and follow the characteristic shapes of their 
original data. When animated, as shown in Figure 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8, they resemble 
their original data and produce plausible animations.
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Figure 3.4; Synthesis projections: Plot of four synthesised motion capture sequences super­
imposed over their respective distributions. Column (A) is the synthesised results and column 
(B) is the synthesised results without using a correction term constraint.
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Figure 3.5: M ale  w alk: Male walk synthesis as generated in Figure 3.4 column (A)
m
> f
Figure 3.6: F em ale w alk: Female walk synthesis as generated in Figure 3.4 column (A)
Figure 3.7: Skipping: Skipping synthesis as generated in Figure 3.4 column (A)
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»
Figure 3.8: R u n n in g: Running synthesis as generated in Figure 3.4 column (A)
(A) Running synthesis with correction term constraint
• • •
(B) Running synthesis vnthout correction term constraint
Figure 3.9: R u n n in g  b ased  on  correction  term : Running animation with (A) and without 
(B) correction term constraints. As highlighted by the red boxes, without the addition of the 
correction term constraint, the legs are unnaturally elongated. This occurs at points where the 
motion trajectory drops out of the distribution.
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Figure 3.4 column (B), shows the outcome of not incorporating a correction term  con­
stra in t to the synthesis process, as is the case in column (A). Again, this is without the 
addition of a noise term . The generated points in column (B) are sparse in comparison 
to column (A), not following the optimal path. These noisy motion trajectories are 
as a result of the optimisation error. At the outset, one can use the error as motion 
variation since it does produce mild variances in each cycle. However, the error is too 
unpredictable, and the influence of the noise cannot be controlled. Furthermore, in 
some cases, the optimisation error can result in the motion trajectory dropping out of 
the distribution, causing highly unnatural looking animations. This is most evident 
ill the running  and skipping  results in Figure 3.4 column (B). Figure 3.9 shows the
MaleV^ lk
Female Walk
Skipping ^
Running :
Figure 3.10: Varying noise term : Outcome of varying the noise term  on synthesised motion 
trajectory using the noise eontrol parameter if. (A) ik = 0.167, (B) -0 = 0.1, (C) 'if = 0.07, (D) 
Ip = 0.05.
running  animations with and without the correction term constraint. As highlighted 
by the red boxes in Figure 3.9 (B), without the addition of the correction term, the legs
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its
(A) Blend from female walk to  running
(B) Blend from  male walk to  skipping
(C) Blend from skipping to  running
Figure 3.11: B len d in g  w alks: Image showing animations of blended walks using PDF. (A) 
Blend from a female walk to running, (B) Blend from a male walk to skipping, (C) Blend from 
skipping to running
are unnaturally elongated. This occurs at points where the motion trajectory drops out 
of the distribution. As suggested earlier, the more reliable alternative is to reduce the 
optimisation error using the correction term constraint and apply the user controllable 
naturalistic variation to the synthesis process (as discussed in Section 3.3.6).
Figure 3.10 shows the outcome on the synthesised motion trajectory by varying the 
noise control param eter tp. As shown in Figure 3.10 (A), if pj is set too high, this 
results in jerky and unnatural animations. If ip is set too low, as in Figure 3.10 (D), 
the resulting animations closely follows the optimal path with limited variability. For 
these MoCap experiments, 'ip =  0.07 (as in Figure 3.10(C)) was used, which produced 
the ideal balance of realism and accuracy.
Figure 3.11 shows the effect of blending between motions by changing the weighting 
attributed to the contribution of any one PDF to the overall density estimate. Again 
it can be seen that smooth and natural transitions are achieved, even when moving 
between less usual motions such as male walk to skipping. These results were possible 
without the need for time-warping to establish frame correspondence, and whilst main-
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Figure 3.12: Flame motion segmentation: Automatic candle flame motion segmentation.
(A) Flame blowing left region. (B) Flame blowing right region. (C) Stationary flame region.
tainiiig the fundamental motion characteristics before, during and after transitions.
3 .5 .2  C an d le  F la m e V id eo  T ex tu re  S y n th e sis  an d  B le n d in g
The candle flame sequence was recorded using a webcam (185 x 140 pixels, 15 frames 
per second), lasting 3:20 minutes and containing 3000 frames. The recording was of 
a candle flame performing 3 different motions, blowing left, blowing right and burning 
in a sta tionary position  (example of the data set is shown in Figure 3.1 (B)). The 
dimensional reduction process projected the data down to 42 dimensions.
As shown in Figure 3.12, the PCA projection of the first two principal components 
was used to automatically partition the video motion sequence into the three different 
motion types. Ellipse (A) correspond to frames of the candle flame blowing left, ellipse
(B) blowing right, and ellipse (C) are frames corresponding to a stationary flame. A 
moderate overlap between the different partitions is permitted to assist with blending.
There is no limitations to the number of partitions tha t can be used, however, the best 
results are obtain when each partition relates to a specific motion type. If one attem pts 
to overly partition within a motion type (e.g. flame blow state further partitioned to 
various angles of the flame blowing left), as well as limiting the potential for more 
varied movement within a motion type, when blending between PDFs, this increases
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the risk of transitioning through less densely populated or invalid regions in eigenspace 
resulting in blurred or inaccurate animations.
Akin to the MoCap data set, a model was constructed for each motion type, where each 
model consisted of two PD F’s, one for pose and one for motion. Using the weighting 
variable as discussed in Section 3.4, the user can animate novel motion for each discrete 
candle state. The user is also able to blending between the different states in real time, 
maintaining the same motion characteristics as the original data. Results are shown in 
Figure 3.13. This shows the screen shots of the application in operation. It comprises of 
the synthesised video output and a graph. The graph contains three ellipses to  provide 
a visual approximation of the positions of the different motion partitions. The black 
dot on the graph represents the current state in the synthesis process which is generated 
on the video output. As such, the graph enables the observation of the relationship 
between the motion partitions and the current state of synthesis.
It can be seen tha t the user has control over the discrete candle states which correspond 
accurately to the eigenspace partition of the first two principal components. Smooth 
blending is also plausible with natural variances, however with the same characteristics 
as in the original data set.
These results were obtained by including the noise term  with p^ = 0.5. W ith regards 
to this data set, the addition of the noise term  was essential for motion synthesis. As 
can be seen in Figure 3.2, the candle flame data set has a large variable density and 
a condensed distribution. This is most apparent when observing the distribution of 
discrete candle flame states as highlighted in Figure 3.12. The ambient flame state as 
shown in Figure 3.12 (C) is dense, representing very subtle changes in movement, which 
is characteristic of ambient motion. As such, the global motion estimation guided by 
the derivatives alone, is insufficient in traversing to a local gradient with a different 
local maxima. This can lead to a reduced mobility in generated motion variation, 
causing high frame repetition in the resulting animation. In this case, the noise term  
serves an additional purpose of dislodging global estimations to better optimise to other 
maximas.
As explained earlier, if the noise term  is not included, or set too low, the resulting
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Figure 3.13: Flame synthesis: Screen shots of candle flame synthesis application in oper­
ation. The generated output for synthesising flame blow left, flame blow right, and ambient 
flame are shown separately.
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Figure 3.14: Flame synthesis w ith noise: Candle flame synthesis with very high noise 
term. In this example 'ijj — 3.
animation may contain several repetitive frames and appear unnatural. Demonstrated 
in Figure 3.14, if the noise term  is too high (?/; =  3), the generated motion can drop 
out of the distribution and skew the animation.
Shown in Figure 3.15, when comparing the synthesised output to the original data, 
there exists a slight ghosting effect of the flame in the synthesised video which is most 
apparent during blending. Several contributing factors have caused this. Firstly, the 
video data set was dimensionlly reduced using PGA. Though the removed principal 
components combine to make up only less than 5% of the total variance, their absence 
can cause blurring in the reprojected video sequence. Secondly, since the generated 
frames during synthesis are only a generalisation of the motion rather than the original 
data, the estimated frames themselves can be obscure. This is especially the case when 
blending between different PDFs, since blending involves estimating frames between 
different motion types, which in most cases, are not a prominent occurrences in the 
original data.
Such ambiguities are more evident in video synthesis than in MoCap synthesis. The 
estimated poses using the MoCap data set are cartesian coordinates. Hence, these 
inconsistencies can only affect the articulated movements which is less obvious than 
the resulting inconsistencies in pixel intensities.
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Synthesised Video Original Video
Figure 3.15: Ghosting effect: Example of ghosting effect in video data set
3.6 Summary
This chapter presents a generative model for motion synthesis and blending using PDFs. 
The model is applicable to both MoCap and video texture data sets, capable of synthe­
sising novel motion with the same characteristics as the original data. By combining the 
model with a fast Gaussian approximation method, real-time density estimation and 
motion synthesis is possible. By also incorporating a gradient based optimisation with 
a correction term constraint, motion synthesis follows the optimal path as presented 
by their respective PDFs. W ith the addition of naturalistic variation, more realistic 
motion with mild dissimilarities in each cycle is achieved. As the results suggest, as 
long as there is a complete motion cycle, synthesis is possible regardless of the quantity 
of frames in the data set. Additionally, as no time alignment is required for the process, 
the temporal information in the animation is preserved.
However, this approach for synthesising and blending is best suited to cyclic MoCap and 
stochastic videos, and would result in less natural looking blends if attem pted on more
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complex and specific motion. This is mainly due to  the motion generalisation of the 
approach, whereby more complex motion may not generalise well. The ghosting effect 
in the texture synthesis process is also a limiting factor, since texture generalisation 
cannot guarantee aesthetically pleasing video animations.
Another limitation is present in the linear blending of PDFs for the purpose of motion 
transitions. This can only work if the different motion types for the respective data set, 
partially or completely overlapping each other in eigenspace. This is mostly the case 
for similar cyclic motion. If no overlap exists, linear blending of PDFs is as a result 
of travelling through an unknown region in eigenspace which will result in unnatural 
looking motion transitions. This is caused by the unknown region in eigenspace not 
adhering to any modelled motion constraints.
Example-based methods to motion synthesis would provide a more suitable alternative. 
By retaining the original motion to  use in synthesis, there is no loss of detail from the 
original data. Additionally, by segmenting the motion data into short subsequences 
with start and end transition points, transitioning between more complex motion types 
with minimal or no overlap is made possible.
The next chapter presents a novel example-based approach to motion synthesis, ad­
dressing these limitations.
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Chapter 4
MIMiC: M ultim odal Interactive 
M otion Controller
The use of statistical models to generalise motion characteristics works well for syn­
thesising simplistic and periodic motion. However, the drawback to this approach is 
there is no assurance of the quality of the animation produced, as information from 
the data set is lost through the blurring of the PDFs necessary for generalisation. 
Example-based methods to motion synthesis retains the original motion data to use in 
synthesis. Although the ability to produce novel generalised animations of the data  is 
minimised, it provides a lossless alternative capable of handling more complex motion 
characteristics.
This chapter presents a novel example-based method to motion synthesis. Using an 
unsupervised motion segmentation approach, appropriate points for seamlessly transi­
tioning between different subsequences of the original data  are obtained. As in Chapter 
3, the likelihood of a pose is modelled as a pose space Probability Density Function 
(PDF). Instead of precomputed derivatives, a Markov Transition M atrix is used to 
derive the probability of motion and apply additional constraints to the motion dy­
namics. As such, novel motion synthesis is as a result of computing the probability of 
transitioning from one subsequence to another. Additionally, by learning the mapping 
between motion subspaces and external stimulus, the user can drive the motion at an 
intuitive level, giving the user real-time interactive Multimodal Control of the creation
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(A)
Female Male Drunk March Run Skip
Figure 4.1: D ata set: (A) Sample motion captured data of different types of walks, (B) 
Candle and plasma beam recorded whilst undergoing motion, (C) Tracked face data used in 
modelling conversational cues.
of novel sequences. The external stimulus could come from any modality and the use of 
auditory, touch and gesture is demonstrated within this work. Combining the real-time 
Mode/ with interactive Mw/^tmodo/ we get the Mw/(%moda/ fM/emc/22;e
M otion  C ontroller (MIMiC), giving a user multimodal control of motion data of various 
formats.
Figure 4.1 shows the example applications. Figure 4.1 (A) shows six different types of 
motion captured walks. Using MIMiC, a user is able to generate novel movement and 
transitions between different types of cyclic motion such as running and skipping, and 
to even more complex motion types such as drunken walking. This MoCap data set is
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different from tha t used in Chapter 3. These new sequences were chosen specifically 
because they contain more frames with greater variability. Since this example-based 
approach uses the actual data for synthesis and not a statistical approximation (as 
performed in Chapter 3), a noise term  (explained in Section 3.3.6) cannot be used to 
stimulate variation. All generated animations are embedded within the data hence, 
MoCap data with more variation is needed.
Figure 4.1 (B) shows example frames from video sequences of a candle flame and plasma 
ball used as video textures. The candle flame sequence is identical to tha t used in Chap­
ter 3. Here, the purpose of MIMiC is to control the direction in which the flame and 
beam move in real-time, whilst generating a novel animation with plausible transitions 
between different types of movement. Since the animation is a replay of the original 
data and not a generalisation, there is no ghosting effect in the video animations (as 
previously highlighted in Figure 3.15), resulting in clearer and more accurate rendering.
MIMiC also permits the modelling of highly elaborate facial movements like nodding 
and blinking, which takes place during naturalistic conversations. As shown in Figure
4.1 (C), this is demonstrated on a 2D tracked contour of a face generated from a video 
sequence of a person listening to a speaker. Mapping the audio features of the speaker 
to the 2D face, the model generates appropriate non-verbal responses triggered from 
audio input.
The chapter is divided into the following sections. Section 4.1 details an overview of the 
MIMiC system. Sections 4.2 presents the data set used for motion modelling and their 
respective multimodal control interfaces. Sections 4.3 describe the process of building 
the dynamic model. Section 4.4 presents the interactive multimodal controller, and the 
remainder of this chapter describes the results and summary.
4.1 Overview
MIMIC allows a user to reproduce motion in a novel way by specifying, in real-time, 
which type of motion inherent in the original sequence to perform. As shown in Fig­
ure 4.2, the system comprises two stages: learning a Motion Model, and building a
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MIMiC
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Motion Model • Multimodal Controller
Dimension
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Animation
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Figure 4.2: S y s te m  O verv iew : Flow chart of MIMiC system. Consists of two main stages, 
the M otion  M odel and the M ultim odal Controller. The M otion  M odel takes a data set and 
creates a dynamic model of motion. The M ultim odal C ontroller uses projection mapping to  
translate user commands from an input signal to  the dynamic model. The system generates 
the desired output as synthesised novel animations
Multimodal Controller.
The process of learning a Motion Model starts very similarly to the generative model in 
Chapter 3. It begins with the data which is the input to the system. The data can be 
of various formats (see Section 4.2) . Given the data, eigenspace decomposition is used 
to reduce the dimensionality to a lower dimensional space as explained in Section 3.2. 
We will refer to  this lower dimensional space as pose space. Figure 4.3 row (A) shows 
plots of the different data sets in pose space projected onto the first two eigenvectors.
Conventional example-based methods for motion synthesis such as motion graphs [101, 
1 1 1 , 13, 17, 70], traverses a graph, connecting motion segments based on user specified 
constraints such as position, orientation and timing. Little interest is given to how 
common or likely the connecting nodes are given the data set. However, better quality 
transitions can be produced by computing the likelihood of a pose or frame as an 
additional parameterised weight. Hence, a statistical model is learnt to derive the 
likelihood of pose in pose space based on the respective data set. Using the kernel 
density estimation in Section 3.3.1, combined with the fast approximation methods in 
Section 3.3.2, a pose space PDF  is learnt.
As opposed to building a second PDF to derive the likelihood of motion (as described 
in the synthesis process in Section 3.3.3), a dynamic model is encoded. The encoding
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3D Motion Captured Data
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%
Figure 4.3; P C  A  p ro jec tio n  an d  P D F s: Row (A): Plot of eigen projections of the first 2 
principal components of all data sets. Row (B); PDF of pose space where the kernel size has 
been scaled by a  = 0.25.
consists of an unsupervised segmentation method to derive cut point clusters, whereby 
each cluster represents groups of similar frames tha t can be seamlessly blended together. 
These cut points are used as transition points, through which the set of consecutive 
frames between adjoined transition points make up subsequences. A first-order Markov 
Transition Matrix is learnt by treating each cut point cluster as a state in a Markov 
process. Motion is generated as high likelihood transitions from one subsequence to 
another based on the pose space P D F  and the probability of the given transition de­
termined by the Markov Transition Matrix.
The second stage is the M ultim odal C ontroller which allows real-time manipulation of 
the M otion  M odel based upon an input signal. The controller consists of a projection  
mapping  between the model and input signal, which reweights the pose space P D F  to 
produce the desired movement.
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4.2 D ata Set for MIMiC
Given a motion sequence X, each frame is represented as a vector where X  =  
{xi, ...,XjVy} and N t  is the number of frames.
Various motions can be modelled by the system. We demonstrate 3D motion, 2D 
tracked points, and rgb pixel intensities in four examples:
• 3D M oC ap  D a ta : The user can specify in real-time which type of animated 
walk to generate. By requesting a set of different walks, the system can blend 
between them whilst retaining the natural variance inherent in the original data. 
Six different walks are used: male walk, female walk, drunk walk, march, run, and 
skip.
•  C an d le  F lam e: The movement of a candle flame is synthesised where the user 
.has control over three discrete states; ambient flame, flame blow left, flame blow 
right, and can blend between them. Using simple computer vision, the user can 
perform hand-waving gestures to influence the direction of the flame, giving the 
illusion of creating a draft/breeze tha t influences the animation.
• P la s m a  B eam : The user controls the movement of a plasma beam using a mouse 
cursor or a touch screen monitor: The plasma beam responds to the user’s touch 
in real-time.
•  T racked  2D Face C o n to u r: An animation of a 2D face is driven directly from 
audio speech signals, displaying appropriate non-verbal visual responses for an 
avid listener based on a speaker’s audio signal.
In all cases, each time step i of the data to be modelled is vectorised as x% =  { x ii ,y ii , ..., 
XiajVia) G for a 2D contour of a points, x* =  {xii,yn ,Z ii, ...,Xib,yib, Zijf) 6  for 
a 3D contour of b points and x% =  ( r i i ,^ n ,  6n , ...,rxy,5'xy, ^xy) G for an x x y 
image.
As explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.2, PCA is used for dimension reduction, resulting 
in a d-dimensional representation of each frame in the sequence. This representation
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Figure 4.4: U n su p e r v ise d  m o tio n  seg m en ta tio n : (A) Trajectory of the original motion 
sequence. Arrows indicate the direction of motion. (B) Nc = 3 k-medoid points derived 
using the unsupervised k-medoid clustering algorithm. The three red crosses are the three k- 
medoid points a, b, and c. (C) The small green dots are the cut points derived as the nearest 
neighbouring points to a k-medoid point less than a user defined threshold 9. The three gray 
circles represent cut point clusters a, b and c. (D) Cut points act as start and end transition 
points segmenting the data into shorter segments. The orange dots are start transition points 
and the purple dots are end transition points. (E) Diagram of possible transitions within cluster 
c. For simplicity only a few transitions are displayed.
reduces the computational and storage complexity of the data whilst still retaining the 
time varying relationships between each frame. Figure 4.3 (A) shows a plot of the 
different data sets projected onto the first two eigenvectors.
4.3 Dynam ic M odel
By learning a PDF, the data is represented in a generalised form which is analogous 
to a generative model (see Chapter 3). From this it is possible to generate novel 
motion, using pre-computed motion derivatives, combined with a gradient decent for 
optimisation. However, such a model runs the risk of smoothing out subtle motion 
details, and is only suited for simple motion. To overcome these limitations, we segment 
the original data into shorter subsequences, and combine the PDF with a Markov 
Transition Matrix to determine the likelihood of transitioning to a subsequence given a 
pose configuration. This allows motion generation based on the original data, retaining 
subtle but important motion information. It also allows our motion model to work
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with non-periodic motion data.
The reminder of this section is divided into four parts. First, the unsupervised seg­
mentation approach is described. In the following three sections, the Markov Transi­
tion Matrix, the generation of novel motion sequences, and the dynamic programming 
method for forward planning are explained respectively.
4 .3 .1  U n su p e r v ise d  M o tio n  S eg m en ta tio n
Similar to most work on motion synthesis, the motion data needs to be analysed to 
compute some measure of similarity between frames and derive points of intersection 
within the data. These points are used to segment the motion data into several short 
subsequences, where a single subsequence is represented as a set of consecutive frames 
between a start and end transition point. The idea is to connect various subsequences 
together to create a plausible novel sequence.
The common approach is to compute the L2 distance over a window of frames in time 
and use a user defined threshold to derive points of intersection within the data to use 
as transition points [70, 44, 106, 101, 111]. This approach works well, however, for large 
data sets, it can be tedious to compute the distance between every frame. Balci et al. 
[13] proposed an iterative clustering procedure based on k-means to define clusters of 
poses suitable for transitions. However, k-means produces cluster centres not embedded 
in the data which can result in noise and outliers. Instead, in this work a k-medoid 
cluster algorithm is adopted to  define Nc k-medoid points, where Nc < N t - Each k- 
medoid point is defined as the local median in regions of high density, and can be used 
to define regions where appropriate transitions are possible. By only computing the 
L2 distance at these points, the amount of computation required to define candidate 
transitions is reduced, focusing attention on regions where transitions are most likely.
Figure 4.4 shows an example of the process. Given a motion sample, shown by the two 
dimensional motion trajectory in eigenspace in Figure 4.4 (A), a k-medoid clustering 
algorithm is used to find Nc k-medoid points. We define each k-medoid point as <5^  
given by the k-medoid method whereby 6^  G Y. In Figure 4.4 (B), N c = 3 and are 
shown as the three red crosses which we refer to as a, 6, and c.
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Figure 4.5: K -m ed o id  d istr ib u tio n s: Plot showing the distributions of varying numbers of 
k-medoids relative to the data set. (A), (B), and (C) relate to the candle flame data set, and 
(D), (E), and (F) to the plasma beam data set. The blue points are the eigen projections of 
the first 2 principal components, and the red points are the k-medoids.
Nc is empirically determined based on the number of clusters tha t best defines the 
distribution of poses in pose space. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.5, showing the 
distributions of varying numbers of k-medoids relative to the data set. Figure 4.5 (A) 
and (D) shows a low distribution of 30 and 35 k-medoid points for the candle flame 
and plasma beam data set respectively. Though the most densely populated areas have 
sufficient distribution of k-medoids points, the less densely populated areas do not. 
As a result, Nc is increased until a satisfactory distribution in pose space has been 
reached. Shown in Figure 4.5 (C) and (F), a high distribution of 100 and 65 k-mediods 
for the candle flame and plasma beam data set respectively, presenting a better spread 
of k-medoids across the respective data sets.
The outcome of varying this parameter is qualitative. Nc is not sensitive to small 
variations, having a large range over which it makes little difference to animation. 
However, if Nc is too high, the model will generate unrealistic motion as a result of 
shorter motion subsequences causing highly frequent and unnatural transitions. If Nc 
is too low, the subsequences will be too long, reducing the novelty of animation and
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the model’s responsiveness to user commands. Different values of Nc were chosen for 
the different data sets based on this condition, and are detailed in Section 4.5.
Using a user defined threshold 0, the nearest points to each k-medoid points are iden­
tified to form clusters of cut points. The cut points are represented by the small green 
dots in Figure 4.4 (C), and the clusters of cut points are represented by the gray circles. 
The set containing the cut points of the cluster is defined as =  {Yn,!? Yn,Qn}’ 
where the number of cut points of the cluster is denoted as Qn-
Threshold 6 provides the user with a tolerance on how close cut points need to be in 
eigenspace to form a valid transition. It is determined experimentally whereby if it is 
set too high, it becomes more challenging to produce plausible blends when making 
transitions, and if too low, potential cut points are ignored and we are limited to points 
tha t overlap, which is an unlikely occurance in a multi-dimensional space. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 4.6. The graphs show the L2 distance between a k-mediod 
point and all points in the data set. There are two examples for the candle flame data 
set (Figure 4.6 (A) and (B)), and the plasma beam data set (Figure 4.6 (C) and (D)). 
The red line across the graph represents the chosen threshold 6, and the red dots are 
the chosen cut points. These cut points are selected as local minima below The 
value of 9 for each data set (presented in Section 4.5) where chosen to set an acceptable 
trade-off between having good transitions (low threshold) and having high connectivity 
(high threshold).
The cut point clusters consist of discrete frames which are not directly linked, however 
smooth transitions can be made between them. Simple blending techniques such as 
linear interpolation can reliably generate a transition. The simplicity of linear inter­
polation also allows for quick computation, supporting real-time animation rendering 
during motion blending. As shown, in Figure 4.4 (D) the cut points are used to segment 
the data to smaller subsequences with start and end transition points. Figure 4.4 (E) 
shows a few of the possible transitions between various subsequences in cluster c.
In cases where the recovered cut point clusters in pose space are sparsely populated, 
they are automatically pruned and removed from the network of clusters.
Shown in Figure 4.7, for simplicity, the transitions from the cluster contents are
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Figure 4.6: Distances from k-medoid: Plot showing two examples of the L2 distance 
between a k-medoid point and all points in the data set, for the candle flame data set ((A) and 
(B)), and the plasma beam data set ((C) and (D))
defined as the triplets {(Vn.i, < i ,  - ,  where y= is a cut
point in the n*" cluster acting as the start transition point, is the end transition
point denoting the end of the subsequence between and z^, where z^ e  and 
^  y^, and is the index of the cluster z^ belongs to. In this example, Qn = 3.
In most of our data sets, there are variable densities across different motion types. 
A specific example is the candle flame data set which has a heavy bias towards the 
stationary flame state due to the quantity of data acquired for each state. This is 
evident in Figure 4.3. The k-medoid algorithm attem pts to find exemplars which cover 
the entire manifold/ subspace of data points. Adding more of the uncommon motion 
types/anim ation to the data set is also possible as k-medoid will attem pt to evenly 
partition the entire data set.
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n,3
n.2
n,2
n,l
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Figure 4.7; T ran sition s b e tw e e n  cu t p o in ts: Example of transitions between cut points in 
different clusters. The six green circles are cut points and the blue lines are sets of consecutive 
frames connecting them. These sets of consecutive frames make up the different subsequences. 
The blue circle Y^, represents the cluster of start transition points, and the three grey circles 
indexed as represents the clusters of end transition points
4 .3 .2  M arkov  T ran sitio n  M a tr ix
When generating novel motion sequences, we are not only interested in generating the 
most likely pose but also the most probable path leading to it. A first order Markov 
Transition Matrix [54] is used to discourage movements that are not inherent in the 
training data. As an approach formally used with time-homogeneous Markov chains 
to define transition between states, by treating our clusters of cut points Y f as states, 
this approach can be used to apply further constraints and increase the accuracy of the 
transition between sequences. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.8 for the case 
of the candle flame data set, depicting the k-medoid frames at each of the states, and 
the transition probabilities between them. Going from a blow left state straight to a 
blow right state is not a probable transition, instead going to a station flame state first 
then to a blow right state is more probable, and in most cases, a better looking motion 
transition.
We define P  — {pk,l} as the transition matrix whereby pk,i denotes the probability of
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Figure 4.8: Markov chain: Example Markov chain model for candle flame data set
going from cluster k to cluster and YhiVk,l =  1 learnt from the training data. We are 
now able to represent the conditional probability of moving from one cluster to another 
as P{C t\C t-i) =  pct-i,Ct where Ct is defined as the index for a cluster/state at time t 
(where t is in unit of frames). This transition matrix is constructed using a frequentist 
approach, whereby the probability of transitioning from cut point group C t-i to Ct is 
based on how frequent C t-i to Q  transitions occurred given the original data.
The transition probability acts as a weighting, giving higher likelihood to transitions 
that occur more frequently in the original data. To account for situations where a 
transition might have zero probability, a nominal value is added to all elements in the 
transition matrix before normalisation. This allows the model to move between states 
not represented as transitions in the original sequence, or with a low likelihood.
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4 .3 .3  G e n e ra tin g  N o v e l S eq u en ces
To generate novel motion sequences the procedure is:
1. Find a random start pose configuration in pose space yf.
2. Given yf, find all adjacent cut point neighbours in YJ as defined in Section 4.3.1, 
to represent start transition points.
3. Find all associated end transition points =  {1,..., Q^}. This gives a set of
Qt possible transitions from the starting point yf in pose space.
4. Denote the cut point group index tha t yf belongs to as Q .
5. Calculate the likelihood of each transition as:
=  (4.1)
where $  =  {<^ 1 ,
6 . Normalise the likelihoods such tha t — 1-
7. Since a maximum likelihood approach will result in repetitive animations, we
randomly select a new start transition point y^ ^  from $  based upon its likelihood 
as:
argm in ( >  r  ) (4.2)
3=1 /^ \  
where k is the index of the newly chosen end transition point, k E m ,  and r  is a 
random number between 0  and 1 , r  G [0 , 1].
8 . If Yt 7  ^ y j^ , use linear interpolation to blend y^ to  y^j  ^ and reconstruct for 
rendering:
XLm =  M +  V (a(t)y t +  [1 -  Oi{t)]ylf.) (4.3)
9. All frames associated to the transition sequence between y^. and are recon­
structed for rendering as:
xt =  (/i -f VyJ (4.4)
10. The process then repeats from step 2 where yj^^ =  zf
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4 .3 .4  D e s t in a t io n  D r iv en  D y n a m ic  P ro g ra m m in g
W hen searching for a motion, it is not only im portant to arrive at a user specified action, 
but to do so following a motion path tha t looks natural. In most cases, motion requires 
sacrificing short term  objectives for the longer term  goal of producing a smooth and 
realistic sequence. A naive approach would be to do a depth-first search, exhaustively 
searching all combinations of cut points. Dynamic Programming [1 1 ] and the branch 
and bound strategy used in [70] are more attractive alternatives.
In this system a destination driven approach combined with dynamic programming is 
used. By treating the cluster of cut points as states, a trellis is built u steps in the 
future effectively predicting all possible transitions u levels ahead. The most probable 
state in level u is derived, and dynamic programming is used to find the shortest path. 
Though it may take slightly longer to generate a desired motion, the overall result is 
more realistic. W ith this approach, potential ’dead-ends’ are mitigated, which limited 
the types of motions tha t could be generated by the model.
Figure 4.9 demonstrates this approach. The small black dots are cut points, and the 
big blue circles encompassing them are clusters. From a cut point in cluster 1, a trellis 
is built 3 levels ahead. A cut point in level 3, cluster 7, is derived as the most probable 
destination. Dynamic programming is then used to find the shortest path to tha t 
destination from the root point.
Rendering speed of approximately 25 frames per second was obtained when using a 3 
level trellis u = S. u is selected as the maximum number of trellis levels tha t allows 
real-time computation and animation. For all data sets, u >  3 resulted in no noticeable 
improvement in the quality of the synthesised animations, however, greatly reduced 
rendering speed.
4.4 M ultim odal Controller
Thus far, the Motion Model randomly generates the most likely set of motion sequences 
given a starting configuration. To allow real-time control a Multimodal Controller is
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Figure 4.9: D estination driven dynamic programm ing: Example of destination driven 
dynamic programming
introduced, which uses a conditional probability to map between input space and pose 
space. This section describes the Projection Mapping method used in controlling the 
Motion Model.
4 .4 .1  P r o je c t io n  M a p p in g
The mapping is used when wanting to enable motion control of the generated motion. 
Firstly, the input space is quantised into an appropriate number of symbols Ng. These 
symbols are then associated to a set of training examples Er Ci\i — { I , N r } ,  where 
Nr  is the number of training examples associated to the symbol, and G 6^.
The quantisation process is different for each data set and explained in detail in Section 
4.5. Taking the plasma beam data for example, as shown in Figure 4.10, the input 
space is the 2D coordinate-space around the edge of the plasma ball. This space is 
manually quantised into iVs =  11 symbols/sub-regions, relating to the general locations
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Figure 4.10: Q u a n tisa tio n  p rocess: Image showing the quantisation of the plasma beam 
into = 11 symbols, relating to the direction the plasma beam can be summoned
the plasma beam can move to.
A conditional probability distribution is built using the training data that maps from 
the input space to pose space. The input symbol is mapped to the cut point 
cluster using P ( C q \ i n p u t r )  =  (where i n p u t r  G {1,..., A's}), which symbolises the 
probability of a cut point in cluster q occurring when the user requests the symbol.
Given that the symbol captured a set E r of N r  cut point samples, the mapping is 
computed as:
_  P { i n p u t r ,  Cq) _  \ Cq DE r  
P  { i n p u t r )  N r
(4.5)
where P { i n p u t r )  =  P { i n p u t r , C q )  =  and ^ r P q r  — 1- This is used at run­
time to weight the chosen cut points given a user selected input symbol { i n p u t ) .  As a 
result. Equation 4.1 is altered to:
(4.6)
where P(CQ  ^^^|Q) is the probability of transitioning from the current cut point group 
Ct to the query cut point group C t+ i,m , the likelihood of the respective
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end transition point, and
if yj €  Y f
0  otherwise
4.5 A nim ation/R esults
This section presents the results of the MIMiC system demonstrated in three different 
data formats: MoCap, video, and conversation.
4 .5 .1  E x p e r im e n ts  w ith  M o C a p  D a ta
Six motion capture sequences were projected down into their combined lower dimen­
sional eigenspace using the approach detailed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2. This made 
up a data set of 2884 frames at a reduced 30 dimensions. The six individual motion 
sequences were of a ‘male walk’, ‘female walk’, ‘drunk walk’, ‘skip , march , and run . 
The sequences were captured from the same actor using 36 markers to cover the main 
joints of the human body. Using our unsupervised segmentation approach, as detailed 
in Section 4.3.1, 61 k-medoid points were defined, using 6 = 0.5 to produce 228 subse­
quences. In the quantisation process, as explained in Section 4.4.1, Ns =  6 , relating to 
the six different types of. walks in the data set.
Figure 4.11 and 4.12 presents the results of generating novel sequences of the 6  discrete 
motion types. Figure 4.13 shows the results of blending between the different types of 
walks. In this example, the user chooses to animate from a female walk to a drunk 
walk, then to a male walk, march, run and skip. Frames a, b, c, d, e and /  are cut points 
used to  make smooth transitions from one type of walk to another. As suggested by the 
dotted red lines, these cut points can be used to transition to walks not demonstrated 
in this example.
4 .5 .2  E x p e r im e n ts  w ith  V id e o  D a ta
Two video sequences were recorded using a webcam. One was of a candle flame and 
the other of plasma beams from a plasma ball.
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(a) Male walk synthesis
(b) Female walk synthesis
(c) Drunken walk synthesis
Figure 4.11: M oCap Walk Synthesis: Image showing synthesis of a male walk (a), female 
walk (b), and drunken walk (c) using MIMiC.
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(a) March synthesis
»
(b) Run synthesis
(c) Skip synthesis
Figure 4.12: M oCap Walk Synthesis: Image showing synthesis of a march (a), run (b), 
and skip (c) using MIMiC.
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m n m m n n
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Transitions i
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Figure 4.13: M oCap synthesis: Image showing synthesis and blending of different types of 
motion captured walks. The blue arrow indicates the motion trajectory of the motion synthesis. 
The frames in boxes (a, 6, c, d, e and /)  are cut points used for transitioning from one type of 
motion to another.
The candle flame sequence is the same as tha t used in Chapter 3. The recording was of 
a candle flame performing 3 different motions, blowing left, blowing right and burning 
in a stationary position. The dimension reduction process, projected the data down 
to 42 dimensions. Using our unsupervised segmentation approach, 90 k-medoid points 
were defined, using Û = 0.25 to produce 309 subsequences. Ng = 3 giving the user 
control over the three discrete states of the candle flame. As shown in Figure 4.14 (a), 
using MIMiC, the user can control the three discrete states of the candle flame motion 
and blend between them. If the animation is at a blow right state, it has to travel to 
the stationary state before a blow left state can be reached, expressed by the transition 
matrix and determined through dynamic programming. Since the original data  is 
used for synthesis, no ghosting effect occurs and the animation looks more realistic. 
Demonstrated in Figure 4.14 (b), using simple image processing to detect motion, the 
user directly interacts with the animation by using hand motion to simulate a breeze 
which affects the direction of the flame in animation.
The plasma beam sequence was captured with a webcam (180 x 180 pixels, 15 frames 
per second). The recording was 3:19 minutes long containing 2985 frames. Dimen-
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Blow Left Ambient Flame
(a) Candle flame synthesis
Blow Right
' '.W 6  r  T:
Synthesised... Q
wsm
Synthesised... { - |
Synthesised...
(b) Candle flame synthesis (gesture controlled)
Figure 4.14; Candle flame synthesis: (a) Image showing candle flame synthesis. Using 
MIMiC, the user is able to control the three discrete states of the candle flame and blend 
between them. To transition from a flame blow left state to a blow right state, the system will 
perform a transition to a stationary flame state first resulting in a better looking transition, 
(b) Screenshot of control of candle flame using hand gestures. The gestures simulate a breeze 
which effects the direction of the flame in the animation.
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I C oncentrated Beam (UP) [
(a) P lasm a beam  states
A m bient beam
Beam r ^ t
Beam eft
Beam undergoing m otion
(b) Plasm a beam  synthesis (mouse cursor controlled)
Figure 4.15; Plasm a beam synthesis: Image showing plasma beam states (a) and mouse 
controlled synthesis (b).
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sion reduction projected this data set down to 1 0 0  dimensions, and the unsupervised 
segmentation algorithm defined 53 k-medoid points, using 0 = 0.6 to produce 230 sub­
sequences. Figure 4.15 (a) shows the varying states of the plasma beam. The plasma 
beam sequence has more varying movement than the candle flame. It produces motion 
ranging from multiple random plasma beams to a concentrated beam from a point of 
contact anywhere around the edge of the ball. As a result, the modelled plasma beam 
offers more varying degrees of control. The plasma beam motion is divided into 11 
discrete states around the edges of the plasma ball. Using a mouse cursor or touch 
screen, the user can control the movement of the plasma beam, as shown in Figure 4.15 
(b). Synthesis is demonstrated on ambient beam, beam right, beam left, and beam un­
dergoing motion from top to right. Again, since the original data is used for synthesis, 
no ghosting effect occurs.
4 .5 .3  E x p er im en ts  w ith  C o n v ersa tio n  D a ta
As shown in Figure 4.16 (a), two people (person A and B) conversing with each other 
were recorded using two SD (Standard Definition) cameras (720 x 576 pixels, 25 frames 
per second) and a microphone (48kHz). Figure 4.16 (b) shows their configurations with 
respect to themselves, the cameras, and the microphone. They sat face to  face at a 
comfortable distance apart. The frontal view of each face was captured whilst they 
conversed for 12 minutes. They spoke in fluent english and considered themselves 
friends.
The data was analysed and one of the subjects was chosen to be the expressive listener 
whilst the other was deemed the speaker. Periods when the listener is clearly engaged 
in listening to the speaker with no co-occurring speech were extracted. This produced 
10 audio-visual fragments which were combined to produce a total of 2:30 minutes of 
data.
As demonstrated in Figure 4.16 (c), the facial features of the listener, including head 
pose, were tracked using a Linear Predictor tracker [93]. 44 2D points were used to 
cover the contour of the face including the eye pupils. When processed, this produced 
55 k-medoid points and 146 subsequences using 6 = 0.03, which we reduced to 50
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Figure 4.16; E x tr a c tin g  lis ten er  an d  speaker: (a) Video and audio data of two people 
in a natural conversation, (b) Configuration of the two conversers in the room. Two cameras 
recorded the frontal face view of each person, and a single microphone recorded the audio, (c) 
An expressive listener was chosen, and an LP tracker [93] was used to track the contours of 
their facial features, (d) Speaker is chosen and the audio stream of the speaker is extracted.
dimensions using PC A. As shown in Figure 4.17, the movements of these 2D points 
are dynamically generated from MIMiC in real-time. The audio stimulus uses the 
conditional probability to derive various visual responses based on its content. The 
most prominent visual responses are head nods, although other expressions like smiles, 
eye brow lifts and blinks are generated when appropriate.
The audio stream of the speaker, as shown in Figure 4.16 (d), is represented using 12 
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) and a single energy feature of the stan­
dard HTK setup, a configuration commonly used in speech analysis and recognition 
[79]. The frame rate of 100 frames per second was selected with 50% overlap, i.e., the 
window size is 20ms and the step size 10ms. Ng =  25 symbols/classes of the speaker’s 
MFCC is used as the input space. The extraction of these classes are automatic using 
the k-means algorithm. Here, Ng is chosen experimentally to represent an even dis­
tribution of the MFCCs. The conditional probability, as explained in Section 4.4.1, is 
then learnt that maps MFCC input features to pose space to map the audio features 
to the animation.
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Figure 4.17; Synthetic listener: Image showing synthesis of nods as responses to audio 
stimulus
For testing, another set of audio sequences were captured from the same speaker in a 
casual conversation. 15 speech fragments were selected from the conversation totalling 
2;31 minutes. Using the projection mapping from audio features to pose space, these 
speech fragments generated a synthetic listener with plausible visual responses.
To validate results, 14 people were asked to listen to the 15 test audio segments and to 
score between 1 and 10 how well the visual model responded to the audio as a synthetic 
listener in the conversation. They were unaware that approximately half of the visual 
responses to the audio segments were playing randomly regardless of the audio input, 
whilst the other half were generated from the audio input to the model. The results are 
listed in Table 4.1. We normalised each person’s score and took the average for both 
audio-model generation and random play. As shown in the fourth column of Table 4.1 
entitled ' Random'^  11 out of 14 generated a score greater than or equal to 1, showing 
preference to the visual responses generated by the audio input than by the random 
play.
A statistical significance pair t-test was also performed on the scores on Table 4.1, to 
evaluate whether the distinctions between the scores are notable with regards to their 
standard deviation. W ith p-value = 0.0196 {p < 0.05), the null hypothesis is rejected 
such that there is sufficient evidence to suggest that there is a difference in means across 
both scores when also considering their standard deviation.
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P e rso n A ud io -M odel R a n d o m  P lay ModelRandom
1 0 .6 6 0.32 2 .1
2 0.56 0.43 1.3
3 0 .8 6 0 .1 1 7.8
4 0.45 0.56 0 .8
5 0.45 0.56 0 .8
6 0.9 0 .1 9
7 0.27 0.7 0.4
8 0.78 0.18 4.3
9 0.55 0.43 1.3
10 0.78 0 .2 3.9
11 0.65 0.33 2
12 0.7 0.3 2.3
13 0.5 0.5 1
14 0.57 0.42 1.3
A ver. 0.62 0.37
S td . D ev. 0.18 0.18
Table 4.1: Scores for visual responsiveness: Scores for visual responses to audio. Column 
1 is the numerical index of people giving scores. Column 2 and 3 are the normalised and 
averaged scores for visual responses that are audio driven and randomly playing respectfully. 
Column 4 is the audio driven scores divided by the random play scores
P e rso n R ep lay R a n d o m  P la y
A ver. 0.57 0.45
S td . D ev. 0.3 0.33
Table 4.2: Average and standard  deviation: Average and standard deviation of scores for 
visual responses to audio based on replay of original data and random play
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Although the majority could tell the difference, the margins of success are not con­
siderably high producing an average of 0.62. Several assumptions may be drawn from 
this. As nods are the most effective non-verbal response of an engaged listener, ran­
dom nods may provide an acceptable response to a speaker. To try  to validate these 
tests, the same 14 people were asked to repeat the test but this time on the 10 audio 
segments used in training the model. 5 out of 10 of the audio segments were randomly 
played visual responses and the other 5 were replays of the original audio-visual pair­
ing. Results in Table 4.2 show tha t for a baseline test on ground tru th  data, where we 
know a direct correlation exists between the audio signal and the visual response, the 
participants provide very similar levels of scoring. This indicates tha t our animations 
are very nearly as convincing as a real listener in terms of the responses provided to 
audio data.
4.6 Summary
MIMiC can generate novel motion sequences of various formats, giving a user real-time 
interactive and multimodal control of animations. Unlike a generative model, MIMiC 
can be applied to more complex motion types. Since the original data is used in synthe­
sis as opposed to a generalisation, the quality and realism of the animation is assured, 
eliminating the possibility of ghosting efftects. The novel motion segmentation ap­
proach allows for rapid derivation of transition points, even for large data sets. MIMiC 
was also successfully extended to HCI, modelling conversational cues for a synthetic 
listener, deriving appropriate responses using audio features.
Building on the idea of modelling conversational dynamics between individuals, the next 
chapter explores a method for modelling contextual information in natural conversation. 
This is based on analysing social signals such as eye gaze direction, nodding, and 
laughing, in the context of conversation interest.
Chapter 5
SDM: Social Dynam ics M odel
The MIMiC system in Chapter 4, provides multimodal control of motion data. The ap­
proach was further extended to HCI, creating a synthetic listener capable of responding 
non-verbally (nodding) to appropriate audio speech features. However, the synthetic 
listener is only capable of a single social response, and since contextual information is 
not incorporated, this artificial listener is only capable of functioning in the simplest 
of social encounters, i.e. [speaking-to-me => respond], [not-speaking-to-me do-not- 
respond].
To allow this approach to operate in more diverse social contexts, a means of pa- 
rameterising the multimodal social dynamics between the speaker and the listener is 
required. In this chapter, such an approach is presented. It introduces a novel method 
for modelling social dynamics governed by the exchanges of non-verbal cues between 
people. Unlike other social models tha t rely on intangible psychological observation, 
this approach uses tangible rules governed by the data to  discern distinct trends and 
characteristics.
Apriori association rule mining is used to deduce frequently occurring patterns of so­
cial trends between a speaker and a listener in both interested and not interested social 
scenarios. The confidence values from rules are used to build a Social Dynamic Model 
(SDM). In this chapter, this model is demonstrated on classification and visualisation. 
By visualising the rule generated in the SDM, distinct social trends between an inter­
ested and not interested listener in a conversation can be analysed. Results show tha t
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Figure 5.1: D ata set: (a) Image showing full-body view of recorded video data of three indi­
viduals having a conversation, (b) Image showing close-up face view, (c) Diagram showing the 
configuration of cameras, microphones (mic) and conversers. We refer to the three individuals 
in the conversation as person A, B, and C.
these distinctions can be applied generally and used to accurately predict conversation 
interest. In Chapter 6 , this model is further extended to allow for autonomous control 
of socially interactive avatars.
This chapter is divided into the following sections. Section 5.1 presents the conversation 
analysis where experiments are conducted to try  and deduce distinct rules tha t dictate 
the social dynamics of people in a conversation. Section 5.2 provides the visualisation 
and interpretation of SDM, and the remainder of the chapter presents an evaluation 
and conclusion.
5.1 Conversation Analysis
5 .1 .1  V id e o  D a ta  S et for S D M
The data set consists of approximately 30 minutes of video and audio recording (43000 
frames) of the full-body frontal view (516x340, 25 frames per second, 48kHz) and the 
close-up frontal face view (720x576, 25 frames per second, 48kHz) of 3 individuals 
having a conversation with each other. An image of the full-body recording for each
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person is shown in Figure 5.1 (a), and the face recording in Figure 5.1 (b). We refer to 
the 3 individuals as person A, B, and C. Each person remained in a stationary position 
relative to  the cameras as shown in Figure 5.1 (c).
5 .1 .2  S o c ia l B eh a v io u r  E x p er im en t
Prior to capture, each person was given a questionnaire and asked to score from 1 to 3 
their interest (where 1 is low interest, 2  is moderate interest, and 3  is high interest) on a 
given set of book genres, film  genres and music genres. If the subjects had no knowledge 
or strong opinions about the topic, they would score it 0. They were also given specific 
questions like: favourite sports, language(s) spoken fluently, favourite music concerts, 
favourite theatre show etc. Their questionnaires were analysed to choose topics for 
conversation tha t would lead to the following 4 generic scenarios:
1 . All highly interested in the topic
2. Two people highly interested in the topic, one person has a low interest
3. One person highly interested in the topic, two people have low interest
4. All have low interest in the topic
These 4 generic scenarios where derived from, 8  topics of conversation as detailed in 
Table 5.1. The sixth column of Table 5.1 shows the limited duration of each topic, 
chosen to suite the scenario. A projector displayed the topic of conversation for dis­
cussion, and a quiet bell would ring to make the subjects aware of the change in topic. 
The subjects were unaware of the nature of the experiment, and were simply asked to 
discuss the topic displayed on the screen.
The aim of this experiment was to observe the social dynamics between the three people 
in scenarios when interested or not interested in the topics. The next step is to quantise 
their social signals (from the data) in a form that is suitable for data  mining in order 
to obtain rules governing social behaviour.
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S cenario A B C Topic P e rio d
1 3 3 3 Classical Music 5 min
2 3 3 1 Adventure Novels 5 min
3 3 1 3 Philosophy Novels 5 min
4 1 3 3 Rock Music 5 min
5 3 1 1 Sailing (Spoken in French) 2.5 min
6 1 3 1 Triathlon/Les Misérables (Spoken in Afrikaans) 2.5 min
7 1 ^ 1 3 Radio Head Concert 2.5 min
8 1 1 1 Horror Novels 1.5 min
Table 5.1: Different social scenarios: Table showing 8 different social scenarios dictated 
by the topic of conversation. The three people are referred to as person A, B, and C. The 
numbers indicate their interest in the topics where 3 is a high interest and 1 is a low interest
5 .1 .3  S e m i-S u p erv ised  S o c ia l S ign a l A n n o ta tin g
Pentland [97] proposed measuring non-linguistic social signals using four main obser­
vations: activity level, engagement, emphasis and mirroring. Using this as a base, 7 
social signals in the conversation are observed: Voiced, Talking, Laughing, Head Shake, 
Head Nod, Activity Measure, and Gaze Direction.
We use a variety of techniques to derive each annotation.
1. Voiced[V]: The audio stream is represented using 12 MFCCs (Mel-Frequency 
. Cepstral Coefficients) and a single energy feature of the standard HTK setup
[79]. This is the same audio configuration used in the MIMiC conversation data 
experiment in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.3. For each person, a few voiced segments 
were annotated and a Mahalanobis distance measure was used to derive a corre­
lation between the voiced and non-voiced regions.
2. Talking[T]: W ith the voiced segments annotated, it was a simple process of 
annotating the voiced segments which were talking. This was done by hand.
3. Laughing[L]: The Viola-Jones face detector [130] was used to segment the face
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region in each frame. The lip region was localised by cropping the lower-centre 
region of the face. An AdaBoost classifier was then trained for laughing and used 
to annotate the remaining data.
4. H ead  Shake[S]: The Viola-Jones face detector was used to determine the move­
ment of the face. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used to identify high 
frequency movement along the x-axis
5. N od[N ]: Similar to head shakes, an FFT  was used to identify high frequency 
movement along the y-axis.
6 . A c tiv ity  M easu re  [A]: The torso region of the full body video was segmented 
using colour and the mean-scaled standard deviation of velocity was measured. 
The leg and head regions are ignored because, there was minimal leg movement 
(subjects remained stationary), and since we are more interested in gesture ac­
tivity, changes in head posture/gaze would bias the activity measure.
7. G aze D irection[G ]: The eye pupils and the corners of the eyes were tracked 
using a Linear Predictor tracker [93]. The positions of the corner of the eyes were 
normalised to 0  and 1 , and the resulting position of the eye pupil within this 
region was used to determine if the person was gazing left [GL], right [GR] or 
centre [GC].
5 .1 .4  S o c ia l S ig n a l L ab els
For each person, 9 social signals are observed and given labels, where labels 1 — 6  are as 
numbered in Section 5.1.3, and 7, which is the gaze direction signal, consists of 3 parts, 
gaze left, gaze right, and gaze centre, which associate to labels 7 — 9  respectively. As 
shown in Table 5.2, this produces N t  sets of person specific social signal labels (where 
N t  is the total number of frames) of 27 dimensions, where 1 — 9 is for person A, 10 — 18 
for person B and 19 — 27 for person C.
To allow data mining to generalise about the exchanges in social signals between the 3 
participants, two items are required. Firstly, the exchanges in social signal between the
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Per. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A [V] [T] [L] [S] [N] [A] [GL] [GR] [GC]
Per. 1 0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
B [VI [T] [L] [S] [N] [A] [GL] [GR] [GC]
Per. 19 2 0 21 2 2 23 24 25 26 27
C [V] [T] [L] [S] [N] [A] [GL] [GR] [GC]
Table 5.2: Social signal labels: Set of social signal labels in each frame for person A, B, C. 
1 — 9 is for person A, 10 — 18 for person B and 19 — 27 for person C
speaker and listener, which will be referred to as instances, need to be defined. Secondly, 
person independent social signal labels are needed to generalise these instances.
For each frame, a set of instances are defined. A single instance is the list of social 
signals exchanged between 1 listener and 1 speaker. In each frame, the speaker is 
determined by the person annotated as talking [T]. A speaker is not necessarily present 
in every frame. However, in the majority of cases, there are 2 listeners and 1 speaker, 
resulting in two instances, one for each listener’s social exchanges with the speaker. In 
cases when there is co-occuring speech between 2 or more people (which tends to take 
place when the listener turn-takes from the speaker), separate instances are defined for 
each speaker in turn, such tha t each is given the opportunity to be both the speaker 
and listener. This can result in multiple instances for a given frame (a maximum of 6 
instances).
Person independent social signal labels are used to represent the general occurrence of 
the social signal regardless of the person. This is shown in Table 5.3. The top row 
(Listener), are labels for the person-independent listener, the second row (Speaker), 
are labels for the person-independent speaker, and the bottom row are their respective 
signals. W ith regards to the speaker, voiced [V] and talking [T] social signals are ignored 
since the speaker is guaranteed to be voiced and talking.
Using these generalised labels, two sets of instances for interested and not interested 
scenarios are defined separately as F (mt) F (not)i such tha t F = where f) is
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L is te n e r PI-1 PI-2 PI-3 PI-4 PI-5 PI-6 PI-7 PI-8 PI-9
S p eak er - - PI-10 PI-11 PI-12 PI-13 PI-14 PI-15 PI-16
Signal [V] [T] [L] [S] [N] [A] [GL] [GR] [GC]
Table 5.3: Generalised social signal labels: Set of generalised social labels in each instance. 
The top row are labels for the person-independent listener, the second row are labels for the 
person-independent speaker, and the bottom row are their respective signals
a 16 dimensional binary vector, and N j is the total number of instances.
5 .1 .5  D a ta  M in in g  for F requ en t an d  D is t in c t iv e  S o c ia l T ren d s
This framework is driven by the speaker. At any given instance, there is one speaker 
and one listener. We are interested in the combination of social signals a listener 
performs given a speaker’s social behaviour when the listener is interested and not 
interested in the conversation. Manually observing all combinations of listener and 
speaker behaviours in such a large data set would be virtually impossible. A solution 
would be to make some common sense prior assumptions of expected trends (i.e. an 
interested listener would gaze more at the speaker than when they are not interested) 
and focus primarily on these assumptions. However, there is no way of proving or 
disproving such assumptions, and, there is a large list to chose from.
The idea is to employ a data driven approach to  learn such rules. A novel approach 
to deriving social dynamics and trends between the subjects based on data  mining [1] 
is employed. D ata mining allows for large data sets to be processed to  identify the 
reoccurring patterns within the data in an efficient manner. In this framework, Apriori 
Association rule [1, 2 ] mining is used. Formally developed for supermarkets to analyse 
millions of customer’s shopping trends, the aim is to find association rules between a 
speaker and listener tha t indicate interested and not interested from the m ultitude of 
possible rules tha t could exist.
An association rule is a relationship of the form { R f }  =4> R f  where R f  is a set of social 
signals of the speaker, and R f  a social signal of the listener. R f  = {r{^i,..., |} is the
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antecedent where r f  denotes a speaker’s social signal label, and Rp =  {rf i ,
the consequence where r f  is a listener’s social signal label. We will refer to r f  and rp
as itemsets of the data to be mined.
The object of Apriori mining is to efficiently find frequent itemsets of association rules. 
An example would be, if =  {PI-10,PI-12}, and jRp =  {PI-3} as defined in Table 
5 .3 , then, { i? f} => Rp would imply ‘when the speaker laughs and nods, an interested 
listener is very likely to also laugh’. The belief of each rule is measured by a support 
and confidence value. The support measures the statistical significance of a rule, it is 
the probability tha t a transaction contains itemset R f .
sup{{Rf }  ^  Rp) =  sup[{Rf }  U R f )  (5.1)
The confidence is the number of occurrences in which the rule is correct, relative to the 
number of cases in which it is applicable.
c o n / =  100 (5.2)
sup[Rf-)
Mining can return all association rules which meet a prior support and confidence value 
for user specified itemsets. This alters the quantity and quality of the rules returned. 
The higher the support, the more frequent the rule in the database. The higher the 
confidence, the stronger the rule, i.e. the more often the antecedent results in the 
consequence. For these experiments, only rules with support values less than 0.5 are 
discarded.
The Apriori algorithm uses a bottom up approach to efficiently determine the frequently 
occurring itemsets tha t meet the support value criteria. The frequent subsets are 
extended by one item each time, and the infrequent subsets are pruned. As such, 
itemsets of length g are used to explore itemsets of length g Sr 1. This makes the 
assumption that, if a subset of one or more items does not meet the minimum support 
value, the same subset extended by one item will also not meet the minimum support 
value. This process continues until no new subset can meet the support value criteria. 
The successful candidates are then used to search the database and generate association 
rules tha t meet the confidence value criteria (see Equation 5.2).
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Apriori association mining is applied to F (w ) and F  (not) (as defined in Section 5.1.4) 
separately, to derive frequently occurring association rules. Traditionally, apriori as­
sociation rule mining looks for a combination of symbols tha t occur simultaneously, 
however, a listener’s social behaviour is always a response to the speaker’s social sig­
nals, hence, co-occurance is unlikely. To account for this, temporal bagging within a 
set temporal window is used to enforce a temporal coherence between features. Given 
a speaker’s social signal, the listener’s social behaviour s =  10  frames in the future 
(approx i  a second) is observed.
5.2 Visualising and Interpreting SDM
The SDM allows visualisation of multimodal trends in social interaction between a 
speaker and listener in a conversation. Using the mined confidence values, the condi­
tional probability of the listener’s social responses, given the speaker’s social signals, 
can be visualised to identify social trends without needing to rely on observation alone.
To avoid over complicating the diagram with the numerous combinations of association 
rules, only association rules with single antecedents (i.e. \Rf \  = 1) are shown, whereby 
the likelihood of a listener’s social response is derived by a single speaker’s social signal. 
The more complex rules are still kept in the model, however, the simpler rules are used 
for visualisation to discern prominent trends.
The visual-SDM is made up of two components: a sk e le to n  and a set of p e n ta g o n  
rings. The skeleton consists of 7 black lines tha t collectively meet at a central intersect. 
Each line represents a different speaker’s social signal and are configured as shown in 
Figure 5.2 (a) (the annotations are as detailed in Section 5.1.3). As mentioned earlier, 
with regards to  the speaker, voiced [V] and talking [T] social signals are ignored since 
the speaker is guaranteed to be voiced and talking. To add clarity to the gaze labels, 
instead of [GL], [GR] and [GC], we use [G-S], [G-OL], [G-N] representing gazing at 
speaker, gazing at another listener and gazing at no one, respectively.
The second component is a set of 9 pentagon rings. Each ring represents a different 
listener’s social signal. As presented in Figure 5.2 (b), the individual rings are coded
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Figure 5.2: Visual-SDM structure: (a) The skeleton of SDM. Consists of 7 black lines that 
are attached to a central intersection. Each line represents a different speaker’s social signal (b) 
9 pentagon rings where each ring represents a listener’s social response. The individual rings 
are coded by colour and size, (c) SDM is made up of the rings superimposed on the skeleton. 
The points where the rings intersect the skeleton are known as nodes and infer a listener’s social 
response given a speaker’s social signal. A few are indicated by the three red arrows (arrows 1, 
2, 3). Arrow 1 is pointing at node [L] [G-N], arrow 2 at node [L] => [N], and arrow at node [S]
^  [G-OL]. The idea is that the nodes will vary in size reflecting the respective mined confidence 
value, (d) The legend for the pentagon rings, (e) Shows the relationship of confidences value 
to node sizes.
by colour and size. The ring legends are detailed in Figure 5.2 (d). Shown in Figure
5.2 (c), the superimposed skeleton and pentagon rings make up the visual-SDM. The 
points where the rings intersect the skeleton infer the occurrence of a listener’s social 
response given a speaker’s social signal. We refer to these points as nodes, three of 
which are indicated by the red arrows (arrows 1, 2, and 3) in Figure 5.2 (c). Arrow 1 
is pointing at node [L] [G-N], denoting when speaker laughs, the listener gazes at
no one. Arrow 2 is point at node [L] ^  [N] (when speaker laughs, the listener nods), 
and arrow 3 at node [S] [G-OL] (when speaker head shakes, the listener gazes at 
the other listener). These nodes can vary in diameter, reflecting the size of the mined 
confidence value given the rule, A set of example node sizes are presented in Figure 5.2
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Figure 5.3: G enerated SDMs: (a) SDM generated from the mined interested listener’s 
confidence values, (b) SDM generated from the mined not interested listener’s confidence 
values.
(e). Using this structure, prominent rules can be efficiently visualised when comparing 
social scenarios, simplify a potentially complex set of social behavioural information.
5.3 Conversation Interest Evaluation
5 .3 .1  Id en tify in g  D is t in c t  T rends
To identify trends in social behaviour between a listener and speaker in an in terested  
and not interested  scenario, data mining is performed separately on the derived in ­
stances of the interested  and not interested  data sets.
The interested  scenario produced 34878 instances, whereby, data mining extracted 
357 rules in total, 63 of which had single antecedents (i.e. \ R f \  = 1), 153 with two 
antecedent, 133 with three antecedents, and 8 with four antecedents. The no t in te r ­
ested scenario produced 33084 instances. In this scenario, data mining extracted 396 
rules, consisting of 63 rules with single antecedents, 162 with two antecedents, 162 
with three antecedents, and 9 with four antecedents. Such complex rules (up to 4 di­
mensions/ antecedents) would be impossible to derive any other way than analytically. 
Using the confidence values derived from these rules, two SDM were built as shown in 
Figure 5.3 (a) and 5.3 (b). Figure 5.3 (a) is the SDM of a speaker given an in terested  
listener and Figure 5.3 (b) is the SDM of a speaker given a not in terested  listener.
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By observing both diagrams, the similarities they share are instantly noticeable. All 
nodes on the third pentagon from the top (third biggest ring), representing the listener’s 
social response [G-S] (gazing at speaker), are large in all instances of the speaker’s social 
signals in both diagrams. A similar trend exists (with minor variations) in nodes on the 
third pentagon from the bottom  (third smallest ring), representing the listener’s social 
response [L] (laughing). Prom this observation we can discern, contrary to some social 
interaction studies, tha t neither a constant gaze at speaker nor long periods of laughter, 
can distinguish between an interested or not interested listener in a conversation.
The clearest distinction between the two diagrams are the nodes on the smallest pen­
tagon (colour coded light blue) representing the listener’s social response [V] (voiced). 
Voiced regions imply an exchange of short single words like ‘uh-huh’ or ‘yea’. Voiced 
[V] is a vocal form of backchannel response [138, 85]. Backchannel responses are used 
by the listener to give feedback to the speaker, expressing acknowledgement, under­
standing, and presence in the conversation [108]. Here we see tha t a majority of these 
[V] nodes are bigger in the interested scenario when compared to the not interested 
scenario, especially in the rule [G-L] => [V], when the speaker is gazing directly at the 
listener.
The next discernible trend belongs to the nodding nods [N] on the fifth pentagon from 
the centre (colour coded dark blue). Similar to voiced [V], nodding [N] is a visual form 
of backchannel response, used to confirm engagement in the conversation. Although 
the listener in the not interested scenario mirrors the speaker well in comparison to the 
interested scenario (i.e. [N] [N]), the listener in the not interested scenario barely
nods in response to any other social signals. In this case, mirroring is not a discerning 
social behaviour between an interested and not interested listener. However, from the 
diagram we can see tha t the interested listener nods more consistently in response to 
the other social signals, especially when the speaker gazes directly at the listener (i.e. 
[G-L] => [N]).
The final discernible trend is the talking social response [T] (second pentagon from the 
centre, colour coded red). While only a mild occurrence in the interested scenario, it 
rarely occurs at all in the not interested scenario. Talking [T] suggests turn-taking [51],
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Speaker
[L] [S] [N] [A] [G-L] [G-OL] [G-N] A ver
[V] 1.4 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.1 1.7 1.5
[T] 2.2 3.9 14 2.2 2.7 2.5 4.4 4.6
[L] 0.9 1.2 1 1 0.8 0.9 1 1
[S] 0.5 0.7 5 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.6 1.2
Listener [N] 1.8 2 1.2 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.9 1.7
[A] 0.8 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.1 0.9 1.1 1.1
[G-S] 0.9 1 1 1 0.9 1 1 1
[G-OL] 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.7 1 0.7 , 1 0.9
[G-N] 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.1 1.5 1 0.9 1.1
Table 5.4: Ratio: Ratio of interested to not interested confidence values for matching rules. 
An average is calculated in the last column.
whereby the listener attem pts to participate in the conversation whilst the speaker is 
speaking.
From visualising the SDM, it is clear there are notable distinctions between an interested 
and not interested listener based on their exchanges in social signals with a speaker. 
To further validate these findings, using these confidence values, a ratio is taken of 
interested and not interested results for matching rules. This provides an indication 
of which listener’s social responses play a leading role in discerning conversational 
interest. Results of greater than 1 is obtained when the rule occurs more frequently 
in the interested scenario, and less than 1 when they occur more in the not interested 
scenario. The results are shown in Table 5.4. Rows 1, 2, and 5 relating to the listener’s 
social responses [V], [T], and [N] respectively, are the most prominent distinct trends 
between the two scenarios, with an average of greater than 1 .5 , as shown on the last 
column of Table 5.4. Also, rows 3 and 4 relating to the listener’s social responses [L] 
and [G-S], produce an average of 1, varying equally in both the interested and not 
interested social scenarios. This is analogous to earlier observations.
The next step is to use these distinct social signals for conversation interest prediction.
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5.4 Conversation Interest Predictions
Using only the discerning conversation social signals, the SDM is used to predict con­
versation interest. To perform this test, one person’s social activity is eliminated from 
the data set. Data mining is then performed using only the other two people’s social 
interaction with each other. This directly tests how well rules generalise between indi­
viduals. This is done separately for an interested and not interested scenario, resulting 
in two SDMs. These SDMs become the trained classifiers. SD M mt is the interested 
classifier, and S D M n o t  the not interested classifier. The eliminated person’s social 
responses are then observed when in the role of a listener in both social scenarios. 
Using the SDM classifiers, we attem pt to predict conversational interest based on the 
generalisation of rules across the subjects the model was trained on.
The prediction algorithm is as detailed in Algorithm 5.1. E L  (Eliminated Listener) 
refers to the subject eliminated from the trained SDM classifiers, and when only in the 
role of listening to the other two subjects. T S  (Trained Speaker) refers to the two other 
subjects the SDM classifiers were trained on, and when only in the role of speaking to 
E L .  The predictions are done on the entire data set using different time frame windows 
ranging from 100 frames (4 seconds) to 7000 frames (approx 4^ minutes) with 100 frame 
increments (denoted by Incr), resulting in 70 predictions overall. This highlights the 
optimal duration needed for predictions.
A single frame window F rW in , starts off as having a size of 100 frames, with a starting 
point (denoted as S tartP t)  at frame 1. All association rules within F rW in  and only 
between E L  and T S  are retrieved such tha t { T S p r W i n }  => E L p r W i n -  This results 
in a set of association rules SetR . The confidence values for matched rules between 
S e tR  and the SDM classifiers, are summed separately for interested Sumint and not 
interested Sumnot scenarios, such tha t Sum  = J^{co n f{S e tR i G where
conf{SetR i 6  SD M )  denotes the confidence value for the rule SetR i tha t exists in 
S D M . A score of 1 is given to  Scorch (where h is the index for the current position 
of F rW in  within the footage), if Sumint or Sumnot is larger for the scenario E L  is 
in (within window FrW irt), denoting a successfully prediction. Otherwise, a score of 
0 is given denoting a failed prediction. However, if EL^s interest level within window
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A lgorithm  5.1 Pseudo code for deriving conversation interest predictions 
M A X  = 7000, Incr  =  0, u =  0
w hile Incr < M A X  {While query window size is less than M A X }  do 
Incr = Incr  +  100 {Increase query window size by 100}
S ta r tP t = 0, h = 0
w hile S ta r tP t < {videolength — Incr) {While window remains within video} do 
S ta r tP t = S ta r tP t +  1 {Increment starting frame by 1}
F rW in  =  { S ta r tP t, ..., {Startpt +  Incr)}  {Set query window position}
S e tR  G- {TSFrWin} =k ELprWin {Retrieve all association rules within window} 
Sumint = {(^onfint{SetRi G SD M int)Ÿ^i^^  {Sum con f for matching rules in 
S D M i n t }
Sumnot = '^{con fno t{Se tR i G SDMnot)}^^=l^'^ {Sum con f for matching rules 
in S D M n o t }
if  E L  is interested for all frames in window F rW in  then  
h = h - \- l  {Increment Score index by 1} 
if  Sumint > Sumnot then
Scar eh = 1 {Give index h a pass value of 1} 
else
S  cor eh = 0  {Give index h a fail value of 0 } 
end if  
end if
if  E L  is not interested for all frames in window F rW in  then  
h = h p l  {Increment Score index by 1} 
if  Sumint > Sumnot then
Scoreh =  0  {Give index h a fail value of 0 } 
else
Scoreh = 1 {Give index h a pass value of 1 } 
end if  
end if  
end w hile
V — V A 1 {Increment Prediction  index by 1}
Predictionv = * 100 {Compute overall precentage of passes}
end w hile
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Figure 5.4: Predictions: Prediction percentage scores using varying frame windows for each 
person.
F r W i n ,  is not constant in every frame (e.g. if the conversation changes within F r W i n  
and E L  switches from interested  to not interested), the window is ignored. This is 
repeated for F r W i n  with different starting points S ta r tP t ,  where S t a r t P t  goes from 1 
to {videolength  — In c r )  with single frame steps. After F r W i n  has reached the end of 
the footage, an overall percentage of successful predictions {Predictiony)  is computed, 
where v  is the index for the respective window size used (determined by In c r ) ,  and 
V =  {1,..., 70} relating to the 70 different window sizes. The entire process is then 
repeated using a different window size {Incr  =  In c r  +  100), until a maximum window 
size { M A X )  of 7000 frames is reached. There are three people in our data set, so we are 
able to perform this test three times (once for each person), alternating the eliminated 
listener. The results are shown in Figure 5.4.
As shown in Figure 5.4 (a), we are able to predict, with an accuracy of approximately 
92%, person A’s conversation interest, using a frame window size of 7000 frames. A 
similar result is achieved for person B, with a prediction accuracy of approximately 
90%, also with frame window size of 7000 frames. However, with person C, the highest 
prediction of approximately 60% was achieved using a window size of 3000 frames 
(approx 2 minutes). Although the predicted accuracy of person C starts at a similar 
level to the other subjects for smaller time windows, the same characteristic rise in 
performance is not achieved as the window size increases.
Several conclusions can be drawn from this. Firstly, the indicative behaviour of the
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first two subjects could be said to be more consistent than between them  and subject 
C. More subjects are required to investigate this. Another possibility is th a t mining 
separately on the derived instances of the interested and not interested scenarios, may 
result in the concealment or exaggeration of some confidence values. By mining these 
scenarios separately, the model makes the assumption th a t the support value sup{R f)  
(i.e. the probability of the occurrence of the set of speaker social signals), is similar 
in both scenarios. See Equation 5.2, A reasonable assumption is tha t a speaker’s 
social behaviour is different when speaking to an interested and not interested listener. 
The aim of the experiment is to observe the confidence values (i.e. the conditional 
probability of a listener’s social response given a set of speaker social signals) between 
the two scenarios. Therefore, sup{R f)  should be constant for both.
By mining all instances together irrespective of the scenario, sup{R f)  is the same in 
both, taking into consideration all the speaker’s social exchanges, and better gener­
alising over all their interactions. This increases the model’s understanding of the 
speaker’s general behaviour when considering confidence values. As such, a combina­
tion of antecedents tha t may have appeared less frequently in one or both instances 
when separated, may well appear more frequent (with respect to other antecedents) 
when combined, and visa versa. This will result in more accurate confidence repre­
sentation, which takes into consideration the speaker’s behaviour irrespective of the 
listener’s social context.
In the next section, the alternative of computing the SDM using all instances together 
is investigated.
5 .4 .1  P r e d ic t io n s  in  a  C o m b in ed  E n v iro n m en t
To mine all instances together, new social signal labels are used, as shown in Table 5.5. 
The top row (Int List), are labels for the person-independent interested listener, the 
second row (N-Int List), are labels for the person-independent not interested listener, 
the third row are labels for the person-independent speaker, and the bottom  row are 
their respective signals. By mining all instances together, sup(Rf )  will now take into 
consideration the entire conversation. A single set of instances are defined as F  such
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In t  L ist PI-1 PI-2 PI-3 PI-4 PI-5 PI-6 PI-7 PI-8 PI-9
N -In t L ist PI-10 PI-11 PI-12 PI-13 PI-14 PI-15 PI-16 PI-17 PI-18
S p eak er - - , PI-19 PI-20 PI-21 PI-22 PI-23 PI-24 PI-25
Signal [V] . [T] [L] [S] [N] [A] [GL] [GR] [GC]
Table 5.5: Generalised labels for combined instance: Set of generalised social labels to 
use for combined instance. The top row are labels for the person-independent interested listener, 
the second row are labels for the person-independent not interested listener, the third row are 
labels for the person-independent speaker, and the bottom row are their respective signals.
tha t F = where f) is now a 25 dimensional binary vector.
N j = 67962 instances were produced. 817 rules in total were extracted from the mining, 
126 of which had single antecedents (i.e. \R f  \ = 1), 323 with two antecedent, 321 with 
three antecedents, and 47 with four antecedents.
Figure 5.5 (b) shows the resulting new visual-SDM. In this new environment a different 
visualisation is used. Here, the nodes vary in diameter reflecting the ratio of mined 
confidence values between an interested and not interested listener for the given rule. 
For matching rules, the ratios are computed as the bigger confidence value relative to 
the smaller. For example, if the confidence value for PI-21 => PI-12 is greater than 
tha t for PI-21 PI-3 (as defined in Table 5.5), then the ratio [N] ^  [L] is equal to 
con fnot/ con f ini') where con f not is the confidence value for the not interested listener, 
and con f int the confidence value for the interested listener. When the node is blue, it 
means the confidence value for the given rule is greater when the listener is interested. 
Likewise, if the node is red, the confidence value for the given rule is greater when the 
listener is not interested.
The ratios are sorted by scale for simplicity. The relationship between the ratio-scales 
and node sizes are presented in Figure 5.5 (d). To make the visual comparison clearer, 
1 .0  is subtracted from all ratios so that, obtaining a value of 0 .0 0  means the confidence 
values in both scenarios are equal, and the larger the value, the greater the difference 
in confidence between the two scenarios. Using this structure, we can more efficiently 
visualise prominent rules when comparing social scenarios.
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Figure 5.5; New visualisation of SDMs: (a) SDM from mining instances separately (b) 
SDM from mining all instances.
Figure 5.5 (a) shows this new visualisation for the SDM derived from mining the in­
stances separately (as discussed in Section 5.3.1). Evidently, there are strong similar­
ities between this SDM and the SDM derived from mining all instances together, as 
shown in Figure 5.5 (b). However, some nodes are slightly bigger in Figure 5.5 (b) in 
comparison to Figure 5.5 (a) (such as [G-OL] =4> [S]), and some are slightly smaller 
([G-OL] => [r]). This suggests that, the confidence values for certain rules which were 
made smaller due to sup{Rf )  being computed separately for each social scenatio, are 
now bigger, and visa versa. Also, some nodes that were more prominent in one so­
cial scenario have now become more prominent in the other, such tha t the nodes have 
changed in colour (for example [S] =4> [G-N]). However, this is mostly the case for rules 
with very low ratios. It is important to mention that, although the differences between 
the SDMs in Figure 5.5 may appear minor when visualised, can still have a profound 
impact on predictions especially if the rule occurs regularly.
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By visualising the ratios on a single plot, the distinctions between an interested and 
not interested listener become clearer. On both visual-SDMs in Figure 5.5, a majority 
of nodes, especially the larger ones, are blue, suggesting tha t interested listeners are 
overall more involved in the conversation than not interested listeners. However, there 
are more and larger blue nodes in Figure 5.5 (b) (mining on all instances). This is 
consistent with Pentland’s [98] concept of using texture (i.e. energy) to predict positive 
and negative outcomes in social encounters. Although, the visual-SDM are also able to 
identify the distinct set of rules and multimodal social exchanges tha t influence such 
outcomes.
From observing the mirroring [97] nodes on both visual-SDMs (such as [N] => [N], 
[L] [L], [A] => [A] etc), it is noticeable tha t they are all very small. This suggests
tha t non-verbal imitation is approximately the same in both scenarios. Mirroring, also 
known as mimicry, is when people non-verbally and subconsciously im itate each other 
during dyadic interactions. Research in psychology has shown tha t regular occurrences 
of mirroring result in increased rapport and pro-social behaviour [72, 73]. Some also 
consider mimicry as a useful tool for predicting compatibility, connectivity and likeness 
between people [97]. One would expect mimicry to be a regular occurrence when the 
listener is interested., however, this is not the case. It is only fair to assume that 
mirroring is not an essential behaviour for discerning conversational interest.
The clearest distinction between the interest and not interested scenarios on both 
visual-SDMs, are the nodes on the second pentagon from the centre (colour coded red) 
representing the listener’s social response [T] (talking). As explained earlier, talking [T] 
suggests turn-taking, which again has occurred more when the listener is interested in 
the conversation for all instances of the speaker’s social signals. Unlike before (Figure 
5.3), this distinction is much clearer due to this new visualisation using ratios.
In Figure 5.5 (b) (mining all instances), turn-taking is most prominent when the speaker 
nods [N], gazes at no one [G-N] and gazes at the listener [G-L], suggesting tha t these are 
the strongest visual cues for turn-taking. However, this is slightly different to Figure 
5.5 (a) (mining instances separately), where turn-taking when the speaker head shakes 
[S] is considered more distinctive than when gazing at the other listener [G-L]. Previous
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psychological studies [10, 64], show th a t visual cues such as eye gaze and nodding, play 
an im portant role in conversational turn-taking, which agrees with the interpretation 
in Figure 5.5 (b).
When observing both visual-SDMs, with regards to this turn-taking pentagon (dis­
cussed above, second pentagon from the centre, colour coded red), it would appear tha t 
an interested listener is marginally more likely to turn-take when the speaker is gazing 
at no one [G-N] than when the speaker gazes directly at the listener [G-L]. Previous 
evaluations consider direct eye contact from the speaker [G-L] as the most essential gaze 
direction, for responsive and smooth turn-taking from the listener [127, 16]. Though 
this may be the case when observing the individual social scenarios, when discerning 
between the two, it is not. When a speaker is gazing at no one [G-N], in most cases 
this suggests gaze aversion [37, 80], which occurs when people are engaged in cognitive 
activity such as retrieving information from memory. This regularly involves a change 
in head orientation and gaze direction. As such, an interested listener is more astute 
in using this opportunity to turn-take, assisting the speaker and further participating 
in the conversation. Hence, when comparing both scenarios, the rule [G-N] [T] is
more acute than [G-L] => [T], and a more useful rule when discerning the interest of a 
listener.
From this new visualisation, it is also clearer tha t in the pervious approach of mining 
instances separately (Figure 5.5 (a)), the head shake [S] nodes on the fourth pentagon 
from the centre (colour coded brown), display highly discernible trends between an 
interested and not interested listener. On this pentagon, apart from [N] => [S], which 
shows a high trend in the interested scenario, all other nodes show a trend towards the 
not interested scenario. This is a similar characteristic on the visual-SDM from mining 
all instances (Figure 5.5 (b)), except the node [G-OL] =4> [S] (when the speaker gazes 
to the other listener, the listener shakes their head) is now considerably larger. Head 
shaking is traditionally known to convey contradiction, disapproval and disagreement. 
However, [N] [S] occurs considerably more when the listener is interested in the
conversation. W ithout the assistance of dialogue information, it is safe to assume when 
a listener responds to a nod [N] with a head shake [S], they are expressing a strong 
disagreement. For a listener to have an assertive opinion implies interest and insight
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S p eak er
[L] [S] [N] [A] [G-L] [G-OL] [G-N] A ver
[V] 1.4 1 . 2 1.5 1 . 6 2 . 2 1 . 1 1 . 8 1.53
[T] 2 . 2 2.9 14 2 . 6 3.9 1.9 4.6 4.54
[L] 1.1 1 .2 1 1 .1 1.1 1.4 1.1 1.15
[S] 2 . 1 2 . 1 6.5 1.3 1 3.3 1 . 6 2.56
L isten e r [N] 1.9 1.5 1 . 2 1.9 2.7 1.3 2 1.77
[A] 1 .2 1.1 1 .2 1 .8 1 .6 1.4 1.1 1.35
[G-S] 1.1 1.4 1 1.1 1.3 1 .2 1 1 .2
[G-OL] 1 .2 1.5 1.4 1.3 1 .6 1.7 1 I j #
[G-N] 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.1 1.3 1.1 1.36
Table 5.6; Scores for ratio  using all instances: Scores of taking the ratio of interested to 
not interested confidence values (as explained in Section 5.4.1) for matching rules. An average 
is calculated in the last column.
in the conversation, as opposed to a not interested listener who would be more passive 
and unresponsive. The other prominent rule is [G-OL] => [S], which occurs more when 
the listener is not interested in the conversation, produces a larger node when mined 
on all instances. [G-OL] means the speaker’s gaze and attention is adverted from the 
respective listener. Hence, the speaker is not aware of what the respective listener is 
doing, which in this case is a head shake [S]. The performance of any gesture when the 
speaker is unaware of it, especially one commonly associated to disapproval, suggests 
a disconnection from the speaker and the conversation.
To better highlight the difference in mining using all instances, the average of ratios 
for the listener’s social responses across all speaker’s social signals are computed. This 
provides an indication of which listener’s social responses now play a leading role in 
discerning conversational interest. The results are shown in Table 5.6. Similar to mining 
using separate instances, social responses [V], [T] and [N] are prominent distinct trends 
between the two scenarios. This is evident on the last column of Table 5.6, rows 1, 
2, and 5, whereby they produce high averages of greater than 1.5. However, it is 
now clearer tha t [S] also provides distinct trends, even more prominent than the two
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Figure 5.6: Predictions using all ins tances:  In (a), (b), and (c), red lines represent predic­
tion percentage scores using mining results of all instances, and the green lines are predictions 
from mining the instances separately and using the same 4 social responses, (d) overall average 
and standard deviation for results obtained from mining all instances.
hackchannel responses [N] and [V].
As shown in Figure 5.6 (a), (b), and (c), using these highly discerning social signals ob­
tained from mining all instances, person C’s predictions have greatly improved following 
a similar characteristics to the other predictions. The new predictions are represented 
by the red lines and the previous predictions (using the same set of social responses) 
are represented by the green lines. Little improvements occurred for persons A and B.
Figure 5.6 (d) shows the overall average and standard deviation plot for the new predic­
tions. W ith only 4 seconds of observation, predictions better than random are obtained. 
However, as more evidence accumulates, the performance increases to 90% for a time 
window of approximately 4^ minutes. Theses results prove the SDM can derive dis­
tinct social trends between the two scenarios, which can generalise well for accurate 
predictions.
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Figure 5.7: V isu a l-S D M s from  m in in g  all in s ta n ces  u sed  as classifiers: (a) Visual-SDM 
with person A eliminated from the data set. (b) Visual-SDM with person B eliminated from 
the data set. (c) Visual-SDM with person C eliminated from the data set. (d) Relationship of 
ratio scale to node sizes, (e) Legend for pentagon rings.
5 .4 .2  P r e d ic tio n s  w ith  V aried  R a tio  T h resh o ld s
Thus far, the visual-SDM has allowed social dynamics observation for determining 
prominent trends between an interested and not interested listener. W ith regards to the 
results obtained from mining all instances, 4 listener’s social responses ([V], [T], [S] and 
[N]) where revealed to provide the most distinction between the two scenarios. These 
social responses were chosen by having ratio-averages greater than a ratio threshold 77, 
where 77 =  1.5 (see last column of Table 5.6). Next, the outcome of varying threshold 
77 on interest predictions from mining all instances are explored.
Figure 5.7 shows the 3 visual-SDMs used as the trained classifiers in Section 5.4.1, and 
Table 5.7 shows the ratio-averages for the SDMs. Even though the sample sizes are 
reduced from 3 to 2 subjects (with one person eliminated from the data set), the two 
strongest and most discerning social responses (turn-taking [T] and head shake [S]) still 
remain so. These numbers are highlighted in red. It is fair to assume that using only 
these two social responses will yield the most accurate predictions. However, there is
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Listener Ratio-Aver Elim A Ratio-Aver Elim B Ratio-Aver Elim C
[V] 1.43 1.48
[T] 14.87 5.84 5.29
[L] 1.56 1.45 1.24
[S] 4.07 2.33 7.76
[N] 3.41 1.47 1.35
[A] 1.93 2 .1 0 1.55
[G-S] 1.60 1.96 1.41
[G-OL] 1.74 2 .0 1 1.53
[G-N] 1.99 1.80 1.30
Table 5.7: R atio  averges: Table showing the ratio-averages for the 3 SDMs used as classifiers. 
The two strongest and most discerning social responses (turn-taking [T] and head shake [S], 
highlighted in red) from the observation of the entire data set still remain the strongest when 
observing the data set with smaller sample size (i.e. only 2 subjects).
no knowledge on how accurate these predictions are when all other social responses 
are involved. Starting with a threshold value of ry =  1.3, 77 is gradually increased to 
observe the prediction averages when certain social responses are ignore tha t fall below 
the threshold. Results are shown in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8 (a), (b), and (c) shows the average predictions against varying ratio thresh­
olds for each person. Figure 5.6 (d) shows the overall mean and standard deviation. 
Here, the ratio threshold is varied from 1.3 to 5. At the lowest ratio threshold, the 
lowest mean prediction of approximately 60% is obtained. As the threshold gradually 
increases, so does the mean prediction. The best mean prediction of approximately 
80% is obtained at 77 =  3.5. At this threshold, only person A’s [T] and [S] responses, 
person B’s [T] response, and person C’s [T] and [S] responses are used for predictions. 
Figure 5.8 (e), (f) and (g) detail the predictions at different time frame windows using 
7] = 3.5. It is clear the prediction accuracies are higher overall when compared to Figure 
5.6, especially for the smaller time frame windows. Prom this we can conclude tha t 
by increasing 77, the prediction accuracy can be optimised. Next, the effects of varying 
the ratio threshold of specific rules (as opposed to varying ratio averages over a set of
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Figure 5.8: Average predictions: Average prediction percentage scores, 
signals) are explored.
Figure 5.9 shows the results of varying ratio threshold r] based on the ratios of specific 
rules. The blue line represents results when only considering single antecedents, and 
the red line considers all antecedents. The blue lines overall, show accurate predictions 
peaking at a threshold of 6. The single antecedent rules for the predictions of person 
C drops after a ratio threshold of 8. It can be assumed that at ratio 10, the respective 
rule(s) are unique to a specific scenario, but, are not regularly occurring or have high 
enough confidences to make an impact on the average predictions. At ratio 20, the 
prediction then drops to 0, since there are no rules with single antecedents that exhibited
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Figure 5.9: Average predictions: Average prediction percentage scores based on specific 
rules. Blue line for single antecedents and red line for all antecedents.
such high ratios.
When considering all antecedents (red lines), the predictions are generally not highly 
accurate. From this, the conclusion is drawn tha t the higher order antecedent (2 to 
4) rules do not generalise as well as the single antecedent rules. This is most likely 
due to the different subjects personalities, since different people can perform a different 
combination of social signals when expressing the same emotion. For instance, as 
one subject may laugh, another may laugh and nod, and another may perform a more 
animated laugh with large body movements and hand gestures, and so forth. The single 
antecedent rules are not affected by this, since data mining treats them independent of 
the other antecedents. As such, using single antecedent rules generalises better because 
personality traits are not retained.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, conversational experiments were conducted to identify the social dy­
namics between people in a conversation. Semi-supervised computer vision techniques 
are used to label social signals from the footage, and data mining employed to deduce 
frequently occurring association rules between the speaker and listener in both inter­
ested and not interested scenarios. Using the confidence values of rules, the SDM is 
built, which allows visualisation and prediction of conversational interests.
By performing mining in on all instances, the SDM can accurately predict conversation
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interest in less tha t 5 minutes of observation. Unlike knowledge driven methods [77,107] 
tha t make prior assumptions on expected interactive behaviour, this approach is data 
driven, relying only on tangible rules governed solely by the data. This approach also 
extends on work on data driven models of social interaction [47], using multimodal 
mined association rules, making this approach simple and diversable to other social 
contexts.
An im portant point to mention is that, in this work, the questionnaires given to the sub­
jects prior,to data capture were used to deduce if they were interested or not interested 
in certain topics. These questionnaires were subsequently used as ground tru th  for the 
conversation interest predictions. However, there is a possibility tha t the subjects may 
have become interested in a topic even if they had no interest in it beforehand, and vica 
versa. Though this may result in some inaccuracies in the prediction, our results show 
tha t such discrepancies tha t contradict the ground tru th  is only a mild occurrence, and 
is alleviated with an increase in the observation period (up to 4 |  minutes window). 
More subjects are required to investigate this issue further, however, with prediction 
accuracies of over 90%, we can assume tha t this issue does not greatly impact the 
performance of the model.
In the next chapter, this approach is extended to provide autonomous control of socially 
interactive avatars. By combining the MlMiC system in Chapter 4 with this social 
model, the SDM drives the animations, whilst the user determines who speaks and the 
level of interest of the listeners. Such a social motion controller is intuitive, providing 
animators with the means of conducting character animations as opposed to dictating 
their articulated motion.
Chapter 6
Social Interactive Human Video  
Synthesis
In Chapter 4, the generative model for motion synthesis from Chapter 3 was extended 
to an example-based model, referred to as MlMiC, which allowed real-time, multimodal 
control of animations. As well as interactive animations, the model was demonstrated 
on a synthetic listener, which responded appropriately to a speaker’s audio signal by 
nodding. This approach was intuitive but incorporated no contextual information. 
The synthetic listener would nod regardless of how it was spoken to, so long as there 
was an inherent voice inclination in the audio speech signal, which is always the case 
in human speaking patterns. To address this lack of contextual information, a social 
dynamics model (SDM) was devised in Chapter 5. The SDM used data mining to derive 
prominent association rules between a speaker and listener in both interested and not 
interested social scenarios. The confidence values from these rules could generalise well 
and predict conversational interest from a short period of video observation.
This chapter takes the next step, combining the MlMiC system with the SDM to gen­
erate socially interactive avatars. Additional work is required to make this integration 
possible. The MlMiC system is extended to provide more robust motion blending by 
incorporating a texture motion graph, specifically tailored to animate photorealistic 
human social behaviour. The SDM is also tailored to  model person specific social be­
haviour as opposed to the generalisation previously proposed. This allows each avatar
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Figure 6.1". System overview: System overview for developing social interactive avatars. 
Consists of two main stages; Human video texture synthesis and Social dynamics model. The 
input data are the avatar video sequences. The texture synthesis stage consists of the MIMiC 
system (as presented in Chapter 4), and a texture motion graph which will be explained in 
Chapter 6.2.3. The social dynamics model is as detailed in Chapter 5, except person specific 
social labels are now used to retain the unique personalities of the avatars. The resulting output 
are the autonomous socially interactive avatars
to maintain their personal style of communication, making the resulting animations 
appear more natural.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.1 presents an overview of the approach. 
Section 6.2 details the tailoring of MIMiC for animating human video textures. Section 
6.3 explains the character specific SDM, and Section 6.4 combines both MIMiC and 
SDM to generate socially interactive avatars. The reminder of this chapter presents 
the results and conclusions are drawn.
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Figure 6.2: Video da ta  set: Image showing full-body view of recorded video data of three 
people having a conversation.
6.1 Overview
Figure 6.1 presents the overview of this chapter, and how the framework is configured 
to generate socially interactive animations. Given a data set of full-body sequences of 
3 subjects having a conversation, this data becomes the input to the MIMiC system. 
Combining MIMiC with a texture motion graph, the reliability of the generated transi­
tion points are increased, guaranteeing global connectivity of cut points to a majority 
of other unique motion types.
Using the SDM as discussed in Chapter 5, social trends are derived for person spe­
cific association rules. The confidence values extracted from these rules are used as 
conditional probabilities to drive MIMiC, resulting in autonomous socially interactive 
avatars.
6.2 Human Video Texture Synthesis
6.2 .1  D a ta  S et for H u m an  V id eo  T ex tu re  S y n th e sis
The data set is the same as that used in Chapter 5. It consists of approximately 30 
minutes of video and audio recording of the full-body frontal view (516x340, 25 frames
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per second, 48kHz) of 3 individuals having a conversation with each other. This is 
shown in Figure 6.2. We refer to the 3 individuals as person A, B, and C.
Each full-body video consists of approximately 43000 frames. To reduce computational 
complexity, the videos were reduced to grayscale and resized to  a quarter of their 
original size. Given a video sequence X, each frame is represented as a vector x* where 
X  =  { x i , ..., XiVy} and N t  is the number of frames and x% =  ( x i i , y n , y i y )  E 
for an X X y image.
To further reduce the complexity, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used for 
dimensionality reduction as described in Section 3.2. The dimension of the feature 
space is reduced by projecting into the eigenspace d, where d is the chosen lower 
dimension d < \xi\ such tha t J ] t : i  é k  ^  ^8 or 98% of the energy is retained. Y  is 
defined as a set of all points in the dimensionally reduced data where Y  =  { y i , ..., y^^} 
and Y i EU ^ .
Person A was reduced to person B to and person C to 
6 .2 .2  Id e n t i fy in g  C a n d id a te  C u t  P o in ts
The unsupervised motion segmentation approach in Section 4.3.1 is used to identify cut 
points and segment the motion data into shorter subsequences. Using this approach 
is highly effective especially when dealing with large data sets, adopting a k-medoid 
cluster algorithm to define N c  k-medoid points as suggested in Section 4.3.1. By 
only computing the L2 distance at these points, we reduce the amount of computation 
required to define candidate transitions, focusing attention on regions where transitions 
are most likely.
Here, a distance matrix is computed for each subject to give an idea of how different they 
are with regard to their body language. This is shown in Figure 6.3. It is evident that 
person B produces the most varying postures, most likely due to frequent use of highly 
exaggerated hand gestures and body movements during social interaction. Although 
finding appropriate transition points for this subject may be more challenging, the 
non-verbal social signals performed by their resulting avatar will be highly energetic.
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Figure 6.3: D istance m atrix: Distance matrix of texture data set for each subject.
noticeable, and more convincing. Person C however keeps their movements and gestures 
to a minimum. This is apparent by the large amount of similar frames represented by 
the blue regions. Deriving similarity for this avatar will be relatively easy, though their 
non-verbal social signals may appear very quick, subtle and difficult to notice. Some 
avatars may be more responsive or aesthetically pleasing than others, based on the 
availability of appropriate transition points and their own style of communication.
To preserve dynamics and account for temporal shape similarity, a linearly weighted 
average of similarity over a fixed window of 0.25 seconds is computed, centred on the 
k-medoids. Using a user defined threshold 0, the nearest points to each k-medoid points 
are identified to form clusters of cut points. The set containing the cut points of the 
cluster is defined as =  { y ^ ..., where the number of cut points of
the cluster is denoted as Qn- As explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1, N c  is 
empirically determined based on the number of candidate cut points versus the quality 
of transitions and the amount of computation. In this work N c  =  165, reducing the 
number L2 distance calculations.
Formally, each cut point belongs to a single cluster where plausible transitions can 
be made between group members. This approach works well in data sets with high 
connectivity, however, less so for human video data where connectivity is limited. To 
overcome this problem, the approach is extended to allow cut points to belong to more 
than one cluster, providing the cut point clusters with more opportunities to perform 
novel movement.
Here, the transitions from the cluster are of the form {(y^ 6^,1,
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'^kere y% is a cut point in the n*'> cluster acting as the 
start transition point, is the end transition point denoting the end of the subsequence 
between and z^ (where z^ € and z^ f  y%), in is the frame number of in the
original data, and C^ is the index of the cluster z^ belongs to.
6 .2 .3  T ex tu re  M o tio n  G raph
The cut points can be used to transition between different subsequences available in 
the data. However, there is no consideration to whether cut points can access all the 
available motion types. Also, although dead-ends can be avoided by the destination 
driven dynamic programming, as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.4, their presence 
still presents a risk. As a result, a texture motion graph is pre-computed to guarantee 
global connectivity to different types of movements in the video data set.
Motion graph, proposed by Kovar et al. [70], essentially connects various subsequences 
together to a form a directed graph, whereby the edges are the generated cut points. 
By assembling the graph, we can identify and eliminate cut points and cut point groups 
with low connectivity, improving reliability in the sequence selection process. Various 
forms of motion graph have been proposed in recent years [13, 111, 101, 17], built 
for animating motion captured data. Texture motion graph is specifically tailored for 
video textured data and extended to overcome ambiguities in transitioning between 
video frames.
Cenerating smooth blends between human video textures is a very challenging topic, 
since as human beings, we can easily recognise unnatural human movement or textures. 
Similarity measure performs well at distinguishing different body poses, however does 
not account for facial gestures like laughing, talking and subtle changes in gaze direc­
tion. To overcome this, the social signal annotations derived in Chapter 5, Section 
5.1.3, are used to assist the similarity measure. Figure 6.4 demonstrates the approach. 
Given a distribution of candidate cut points and cut point groups represented by the 
green dots and the circle encompassing them respectively in Figure 6.4 (A). Cut points 
th a t do not have the same gaze, talking, and laughing labels, as those of its k-medoid 
cluster centre, are represented by the red points in Figure 6.4 (B), and are pruned from
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(A)
(F)
LON (or
M
QON /D
(B) (Q
(E) (D)
Figure 6.4: Example of tex tu re  motion graph process. (A) Network of cut points and 
cut point groups. (B) The cut points highlighted in red do not have the same gaze, talking, 
and laughing labels, as those of its k-medoid cluster centre. (C) The red cut points are pruned 
from the network. Removing them reduces the occurrence of rapid and unatural changes in 
facial expressions during transitions. (D) Cut point groups of similar motion types are coded by 
colour. The arrows represent the directions of possible transitions between cut point groups. (E) 
Cut point groups of similar motion types are segmented into strongly connected subgraphs. (F) 
Groups that are not within a strongly connected subgraph are removed, mitigating dead-ends 
and guaranteeing more robust transitions.
the network in Figure 6.4 (C). Removing these cut points reduces the occurrences of 
rapid and unnatural changes in facial expressions and gaze direction during transitions.
A ‘strongly connected’ subgraph denotes a direct graph whereby a path exists to and 
from every cut point group. Traditionally, a single strongly connected subgraph is 
created for each type of motion, where each subgraph is either automatically linked 
or manually linked using post process linear interpolation [70, 13]. This approach is 
better suited to motion captured data since linear blending can disguise ambiguities in 
transitions between manually linked subgraphs. In human video data, links between
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subgraphs are best done by traversing through the original data, relying as little as 
possible on linear blending which can cause blurring. Hence, an increased level of 
connectivity is needed.
As opposed to just a single graph, n  strongly connected subgraphs are generated for 
each unique set of social signals. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.4 (D), where the 
colour coded cut point groups represent similar social signals, and the arrows indicate 
the possible directions of transitions between cut point groups. The dashed lines en­
compassing the groups in Figure 6.4 (E) represents strongly connected subgraphs. As 
shown in Figure 6.4 (F), by pruning cut point groups tha t do not fall within a strongly 
connected subgraph, this structure mitigates potential dead-ends. These subgraphs can 
then connect to  other subgraphs resulting in a strongly connected overall graph.
This structure efficiently populates the graph with various links to social behaviour, 
making them easily accessible from any subgraph pose configuration. Social signals, 
such as head nods and head shakes, can occur in short quick bursts, lasting only a few 
seconds. By making available varying occurrences of a set of labels, we increase the 
opportunity of transitioning to a social behaviour quickly, and easily, making the graph 
more responsive. The Tarjan algorithm [121] is used to derive the strongly connected 
subgraphs, and in our experiments we found n — d sufficient to populate our graph 
with varying social behaviour.
6.3 Character Specific SDM
In Chapter 5, the SDM was used to generalise human social dynamics for the purpose 
of conversational interest predictions. To demonstrate the diversity of the model, in 
this section, the SDM is extended to drive animations of social interactive avatars.
To allow each avatar to retain the personality of their respective subjects, instead of 
mining for generalised social signals, person specific social labels are used. This is shown 
in Table 6.1. The mining is performed separately for both interested and not interested 
scenarios. As before, both voiced [V] and talking [T] signals for speakers are ignored. 
Here, two sets of instances for interested and not interested scenarios are defined as
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P e r . A
L ist U-1 U-2 U-3 U-4 U-5 U-6 U-7 U-8 ■ U-9
S pk - - U-10 U-11 U-12 U-13 U-14 U-15 U-16
P e r . B
L ist U-17 U-18 U-19 U-20 U-21 U-22 U-23 U-24 U-25
S pk - - U-26 U-27 U-28 U-29 U-30 U-31 U-32
P e r . C
L ist U-33 U-34 U-35 U-36 U-37 U-38 U-39 U-40 U-41
S pk - - U-42 U-43 U-44 U-45 U-46 U-47 U-48
Signal m [T] [L] [S] [N] [A] [G-S] [G-OL] [G-N]
Table 6.1: Set of person specific social labels: Persons A, B and C can each take the role 
of listener and speaker in the conversation. The mining is done separately for interested and 
not interested scenarios, with the person who is speaking and listening known.
F(int) and F  (not), such tha t F = {^ i}^ i-  fz is a 48 dimensional binary vector, where 
1 — 16 are for person A, 17 — 32 for person B, and 33 — 48 for person C. As explained 
earlier, a single instance is the interaction between 1 speaker and 1 listener. However, 
using these labels, the person speaking and listening are known.
The objective in Chapter 5 was to generalise over the SDM to perform conversation 
interest predictions of a listener. Mining was performed on all person independent 
instances, treating the generic speaker’s social signals as independent of the listener’s 
interest level. The aim in this chapter is to model the unique relationships between 
the individuals in roles of both speaking and listening. As such, in order to retain 
specific dynamic information, mining is performed separately. By mining separately, 
an assumption is made that the speaker’s social signals are influenced by the listener’s 
conversation interest level. Although very subtle and difficult to measure, this leads 
to the expectation tha t the listener’s social responses are influenced by the speaker’s 
knowledge of their interest in the conversation. For example, if person A can tell tha t 
person B is not interested in the conversation, they may well gaze more at person C. 
Person B’s social responses are therefore as a result of person A’s mild neglect. These 
more subtle relationships are very unique to the individuals, and mining the instances 
together irrespective of the scenario, would generalise over these specific exchanges.
Apriori Association mining is applied to the labels for both interested and not interested
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scenarios separately. The set of all rules extracted using data mining are defined as:
R  = { { { R f }  ^  (6.1)
where the total number of rules is \R\. As proposed in Chapter 5, temporal bagging
(s =  10) is used to enforce temporal coherence between features.
6.4 Social Interactive Anim ation using Apriori M ining
The idea is to animate both the speaker and listener, but the SDM only drives the 
animations of the listener. As such, the conditional probability of the listener’s social 
response given the speaker’s social signals is computed as weighted variables to control 
the human texture synthesis model.
Given the chosen speaker’s person specific 7 dimensional binary vector ft (as explained 
in Section 6.3) at time t, where ft C f^  (t is the frame index of the current query cut 
point as detailed in Section 6.2.2), the power set 2^ * for all combinations of the speaker’s 
active social signals are derived. We find a suitable matching set of rules C R  such 
tha t V({rA*} => confj)  G where there exists f e  2^  and f C R f .  The weighted 
combination of the results are obtained as follows:
\R^ \
W = J2confjI(Rf'\ î , )  (6.2)
j= l
where
I{Rf , î )  =  i  ^ ' " c A j  (6.3)
I 0 otherwise
In the motion synthesis process as proposed in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3, Equations 4.1 
is altered as follows:
‘Pn. = P (O è,^„ JC t).P '{:^h„ m W  (6.4)
where f  ^ |Q )  is the probability of transitioning from the current cut point
group Ct to the query cut point group Ct+i, m, and is the likelihood of the
respective end transition point.
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6.5 A nim ation/R esults
6 .5 .1  P er so n  S p ec ific  V isu a l-S D M s
As explained earlier, the mining is performed separately using the person specific social 
signal labels as detailed in Table 6.1. 27127 instances were generated for the interested 
scenario, whereby data mining extracted 1323 rules in total. 366 had single antecedents, 
706 with two antecedents, 240 with three antecedents, and 11 with four antecedents. 
26230 instances were generated for the not interested scenario. In this scenario, data 
mining extracted 1373 rules, where 359 had single antecedents, 703 had two antecedents, 
299 had three antecedents, and 12 had four antecedents. This resulted in 1034 matching 
rules in both scenarios, whereby, rules tha t were not prominent in both scenarios are 
ignored.
Figure 6.5 and 6.6 present the resulting visual-SDMs. Here, the visual-SDMs are dis­
playing the social dynamics between 1 specific speaker and 1 specific listener, as opposed 
to a generalisation presented in Chapter 5. The visual-SDMs are presented in both the 
discrete form (as explained in Chapter 5, Section 5.2) and the combined ratio form (as 
explained in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1). The discrete forms are on the first two columns 
of Figure 6.5 and 6.6, allow visualisation of the relative sizes of the confidence values 
in both scenarios. The combined ratio form on the last column on the right, allows 
visualisation of social responses which are most distinctive between the two scenarios.
Figure 6.5 (a) shows the visual-SDMs for person A listening to person B (top row) 
and person C (bottom row). Figure 6.5 (b) shows for person B listening to person 
A (top row) and person C (bottom row). Figure 6.6 (a) shows for person C listening 
to person A (top row) and person B (bottom row). By observing the combined ratio 
visual-SDMs on the third columns of Figure 6.5 and 6.6, it is clear tha t in a majority of 
cases, there are more large blues nodes than red, suggesting th a t an interested listener 
is more active in the conversation than a not interested listener. This is especially the 
case for the listener’s social responses [V] and [T], which is consistent with the findings 
of the generalised social trends in Chapter 5.
W ith regards to the ratio Visual-SDMs (third column on Figure 6.5 and 6.6), in general.
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the social response [N] is more prominent in the interested scenario, and the social 
response [S] (with the exception of [N]^[S]) is more prominent in the not interested 
scenario. Also, the nodes on the outer pentagons, which relate to gaze direction, tend 
to be smaller in comparison to the nodes nearer the centre of the pentagon. These are 
also consistent with earlier finds of the generalised case (see Figure 5.5).
The clear exception to these trends would suggest the unique behaviour of the specific 
subjects. These are presented for each person as follows:
• P e rso n  A  L isten ing : As detailed on Figure 6.5 (a), with the exception of two 
cases ([G-L] =^[N] and [A] =^[S] when listening to person B), person A head shakes 
[S] more in the interested scenario when listening to both person B and C, for all 
occurrences of the speaker’s social signals. It can be assumed tha t [S] is frequently 
used by person A when positively engaged in the conversation.
Also, when person A is listening specifically to person C, their gaze behaviour is 
highly distinctive. When person C gazes at person B [G-OL], person A, when 
not interested, would more frequently also gaze at person B [G-OL] or gaze at no 
one [G-N]. Likewise, when person C nods [N], person A more frequently either 
gazes at no one [G-N] or gazes back at person C [G-S] when not interested in the 
conversation. Such prominent and specific characteristics between person A and 
C would require more study to evaluate. However, it can be assumed tha t when 
person A is listening to person C, gaze direction is an im portant social signal in 
determining interest.
• P e rso n  B L isten ing : When person B is listening to  person A (Figure 6.5 (b)), 
person B tends to be more voiced [V] when not interested in the conversation. 
Though the nodes are not large suggesting low distinction, this can be considered 
as an act of encouragement from person B for person C to  continue speaking. 
This might have been necessary if person B had been expressing dis-interest in 
the conversation which person C had noticed. As such, person B is putting more 
emphasis on expressing engagement. Again, this is difficult to interpret without 
additional experimentation.
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• P e rso n  C L isten ing : Person C tends to respond very distinctively to when 
person B head shakes [S] and gazes directly at them [G-L] (see Figure 6.6 (a)). 
Whilst person B is speaking and head shakes [S], person C tends to turn-take [T], 
mirror/mimc [S], and perform more gestures [A] when not interested. Addition­
ally, when person B is gazing at person C, person C performs a majority of the 
social responses more when interested in the conversation. This behaviour is also 
unique.
There are other unique characteristics between the subjects, but only the clearest have 
been discussed above. However, more study and experimentation is needed to evaluate 
these unique behaviours and draw justifiable conclusions.
In Chapter 5, trends in social dynamics between the subjects prove to generalise well, 
showing tha t both the visual and vocal backchannel responses [N] and [V], turntaking 
[T], and head shakes [S], produce the most distinctive trends. However, mining done 
on person specific social labels retains the personality of each subject and the unique 
social dynamics when conversing with each other. It is expected tha t in the majority of 
cases, these previously derived generalised trends will exist in the unique relationships 
between the subjects, but not for all. The objective here is to retain each subject’s 
personal style of communication. By observing the unique social dynamics between 
the subjects using the visual-SDM, the resulting animations of the social interactive 
avatars can be validated.
6 .5 .2  H u m a n  V id e o  A va ta rs
Using MIMiC, the user is given control over the various combinations of social behaviour 
of the human video avatars, however, not all combinations of social behaviour are 
possible. This is the case for all avatars with regards to performing head shakes [8]. 
This is mostly due to the limited availability of the particular social behaviour in the 
data set, resulting in very limited connectivity in the texture motion graph. Regardless, 
most of the popular combinations of social behaviour like laughing and head nods are 
connected and responsive.
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Random pose 
configuration
User command: 
Gaze left + Laugh
Figure 6.7: User direct control of avatars: From a random pose configuration, user gives 
each avatar a command to gaze left and laugh. MIMiC animates the best set of subsequences 
to perform the user specified activity.
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_ , Interested Not Interested
listener listener
Figure 6.8: Conversation Dynamic Key: For clarity, a conversation dynamics key is used 
to indicate who is speaking, listening, and the listener’s level of interest.
To demonstrate user control, as shown in Figure 6.7, from a random pose configuration 
(Figure 6.7 (A)), each avatar was instructed by the user to gaze left and laugh (Figure 
6.7 (B) to (D)). MIMiC animates the best set of subsequences to perform the user 
specified activity. Each avatar is modelled independently using MIMiC, as a result, 
they respond to user commands at slightly different times. This is dependent on the 
current length of the subsequence the avatar is undergoing before the given command, 
as well as the accessibility in transitioning to the user specified action.
Not only can the user control the social behaviour of the video avatars but, using the 
data mined confidence values, a listener’s social response in a given scenario can be 
automatically generated given the speakers social signal. For clarity, a conversation 
dynamic key., as shown in Figure 6.8, is used to indicate who is speaking, listening, and 
the listener’s level of interest.
Both the speaker and listener are modelled using MIMiC, although, only the listener 
is generated autonomously using the mined confidence values. The speaker is given a 
single command [gaze at listener +  speak], and the best set of subsequence are gener­
ated to perform the action. However, the listener’s social responses are generated as 
a conditional probability given the speaker’s social signals. The listener’s pose config­
uration starts from random. The user can then select if the listener is interest or not 
interested., and the SDM drives the motion model to generate the most suitable set of 
subsequences in response to the speaker. This is demonstrated in three examples as 
shown in Figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11.
Figure 6.9, demonstrates autonomous control of person C listening to person B, when 
interested (Figure 6.9 (a)) and not interested (Figure 6.9 (b)) in the conversation.
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(a) Image showing autonomous control of person C listening to person B when interested
(b) Image showing autonomous control of person C listening to  person B when not interested
Figure 6.9: A u to n o m o u s  co n tro l ex a m p le  1 : (a) Autonomous control of person C listening 
to person B when interested in the conversation (b) Autonomous control of person C listening 
to person B when not interested in the conversation.
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(a) Image showing autonom ous control of person A listening to  person C when in terested
(b) Image showing autonomous control of person A listening to person C when not interested
Figure 6.10: A u to n o m o u s  co n tro l ex a m p le  2: (a) Autonomous control of person A lis­
tening to person C when interested in the conversation (b) Autonomous control of person A 
listening to person C when not interested in the conversation.
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Figure 6.11: Autonomous control of identical avatars - example 3: Autonomous control 
of identical avatars of person A.
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When person C is interested, they are highly active in the conversation, expressing 
several gestures and even attem pting to turn-take. W hen person C is switched to not 
interested, their expressiveness and social activities are reduced.
A similar behaviour is displayed when using a different avatar. In Figure 6.10, person A 
is listening to person C. When person A is interested in the conversation, again they are 
more active, gazing more at the speaker and performing more social signals. However, 
when person A is not interested, gaze at the speaker, responsiveness and social actives 
are reduced.
In Figure 6.11, the diversity of the approach is demonstrated. Here, identical avatars of 
person A are used, with one as the speaker and two as listeners. One of the listener is 
interested in the conversation, and the other is not interested. The social dynamics of 
person A interacting with himself is not available. Instead, the social dynamic of person 
A, as well as person B and C are used to animate the avatar of person A, creating the 
illusion of person A speaking to himself. In this example, the avatar at the centre is 
using the dynamics of person B, the avatar on the left is using the dynamic of person 
A, and the avatar on the right is using the dynamics of person C. Here, the interested 
listener is better engaged in the conversation than the not interested listener.
To further evaluate the results and to deduce how well these animations behaved ap­
propriately, 10 people were asked to score from 1 to 10 (1 being very low interest and 
10 being very high interest), on the non-verbal behaviour of the resulting listening 
avatars tha t were animated. The subjects were unaware of the interest level of these 
animated listening avatars. Their scores were normalised and averaged and are pre­
sented in Table 6.2. Column 2 are the scores given to the animated listening avatars 
when set to interested, and column 3 are the scores when the animated avatars were 
not interested. The ratios of these scores are presented on the forth column. As can be 
seen, all scores are greater than 1 suggesting tha t all subjects believed the autonomous 
non-verbal behaviour of the avatars to appropriately matched their respective social 
context. A statistical significance pair t-test was also performed on the scores on Table 
6.2. W ith p-value < 0.001, the null hypothesis is rejected such tha t there is sufficient 
evidence to suggest there is a difference in means across both scores when also consider-
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Person Interested N o t Interested I n tN o t I n t
1 1.4 0.6 2.3
2 1.4 0.5 2.8
3 1.4 0.6 2.3
4 1.4 0.6 2.3
5 1.5 0.4 3.5
6 1.4 0.6 2.3
7 1.3 0.6 2.1
8 1.1 0.9 1.2
9 1.5 0.5 2.7
10 1.6 0.4 4.4
Table 6.2: Scores for 10 people’s perception of the  anim ated listening avatar’s 
interest: Column 1 is the numerical index of people giving scores. Column 2 and 3 are the 
normalised and averaged scores for the perceived animated listening avatar’s interest in their 
respective context. Column 4 is the perceived interested scores divided by the perceived not 
interested scores
ing their standard deviation. This proves tha t both the SDM and the motion synthesis 
approach have successfully modelled and animated appropriate social behaviour for the 
respective social context.
As shown in these results, the user has interactive control over who speaks, and the level 
of interests of the listeners. W ith these set parameters, the avatars interact appropriate, 
traversing the texture motion graph to attach video subsequences together, guided by 
the data mined conditional weights.
6.6 Summary
The SDM is able to derive trends between an interested and not interested listener 
in a conversation. These trends are successfully parameterised using data mining to 
derive the conditional probability of a listener’s behaviour given a speaker s social 
signal. Human video motion modelling using a texture motion graph produces plausible
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transitions between cut points, allowing interactive control over a video avatar’s social 
behaviour. Utilising the social dynamics model to  drive the animation, the user can 
alter the interest level of participants in the conversation, effectively changing their 
social responses.
W ith relation to the research question proposed in the introduction to this thesis in 
Chapter 1, ‘can a social model be used to drive a motion synthesis model, and gener­
ate realistic autonomous social behaviour in anim ations\ Inevitably, this chapter has 
proven this to be true. We find tha t human subjects can distinguish between an in­
terested and not interested avatar, animated autonomously using the SDM. A paired 
t-test further demonstrates tha t users were clearly able to distinguish between the two 
interest levels when animated, and the animated social behaviour of the avatars were 
sufficient for such deductions. To this end, work in this thesis contributes a novel mo­
tion model capable of animating precise human video temporal textures, and a data 
driven social model based on apriori association rule mining, to extract social relevant 
information and animate autonomous avatars.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Future Work
7.1 M otion Synthesis M odels
This thesis investigated models for both a generative and example-based method for 
motion synthesis. Unlike other approaches, these models are easy to use, requiring the 
minimum amount of user intervention in creating real-time animations of motion data 
in various formats.
A generative motion model was proposed in Chapter 3, tha t blends between different 
probability density functions for novel motion synthesis and blending. This approach 
introduced a fast Gaussian approximation method based on kd-trees for real-time an­
imation, combined with a Gaussian noise process to include naturalistic motion varia­
tions. Animation and motion control is real-time and interactive, and this method is 
also generic in data formats. The main contributions of this approach extends work 
by Pullen and Bregler [100], using linear blending of PDF for motion transitions, and 
a fast Gaussian approximation for real-time animation. A preliminary version of this 
work was published in [88].
Generative approaches to motion synthesis are best suited to synthesising and blending 
cyclic MoCap and stochastic videos, where the inconsistencies in the generalisation are 
less evident. When dealing with acyclic MoCap and precise textures, an example-based 
method is more suitable, since the original data is retained, resulting in no loss of detail.
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An example-based method, MIMiC {multimodal interactive motion controller), was 
developed in Chapter 4, tha t can generate novel motion sequences, giving the user 
real-time control. The Motion Model can be applied to various motion formats such 
as 3D motion capture, video textures, and 2D tracked points. It can also produce 
novel sequences with the same realism inherent in the original data. The Multimodal 
Controller can provide interactive control, using a number of interfaces including audio. 
It is also possible to learn a conversational cue model using MIMiC to derive appropriate 
facial responses using audio features. This exemplar approach to motion modelling 
expands on previous work in motion graph [70, 101, 111, 13, 17, 50], using a semi­
supervised approach for extracting transition points, as well as providing a multimodal 
and interactive means of motion control. Earlier versions of this work was published in 
[89, 90].
The MIMiC system incorporates a novel approach to identifying data transition points 
using a k-medoid clustering algorithm. Common methods compute an L2 distance 
between every frame in the sequence to derive transition points. This would be a 
tedious process for large data set. However, using the approach in MIMiC, by only 
computing the L2 distance at automatically derived k-medoid points, the amount of 
computation required is greatly reduced.
A limitation to MIMiC is that, both the number of k-medoid points Nc and the distance 
threshold of cut-point neighbours 6, are not automatic but empirically determined 
by the user. Nc effectively dictates the number of states/clusters in a given motion 
sequence. If it is set too high, it would result in unnatural animations, and if it is set too 
low, it would reduce the novelty of the animation and responsiveness of the controller. 
The minimum distance between poses/frames in a state/cluster is determined by 6. If it 
is too high, it becomes difficult to produce realistic blends, and if it is too low, it limits 
the number of possible transitions to only overlapping poses/frames in eigenspace.
Automatically deriving Nc and 6 would be ideal, further reducing the amount of user 
intervention in the approach. A possible solution would be to incorporate a qualitative 
analysis phase to MIMIC. The qualitative analysis phase would firstly derive a range 
for Nc and 6, either selected randomly or specified by the user. For every combination
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of Nc and 6 within this range, the average distance between neighbouring cut points 
are plotted against the average response time for transitioning from one motion type 
to another. This should produce a range of results, from having a fast average response 
time but with a large average distance between cut point members, to having a slow 
average response time but with a small average distance between cut points. The best 
Nc and 9 combination tha t exists in the centre of this range can be considered as the 
best trade off between quality and responsiveness. However, depending on the data set 
and the user’s requirements, manual control of Nc and 6 will still be needed in order 
to regulate the level of connectivity and quality of the animation to satisfy the user’s 
preference.
In the MIMiC system, although 9 provides a tolerance on how close cut points need 
to be to form valid transitions, this does not eliminate the risk of falsely identifying 
transition points. Such a risk is more prominent in the motion capture data set with 
regards to mirrored poses (during the crossing of the legs), whereby transitions to  a 
mirror pose will result in unrealistic reverse motion. To account for this, although 
MIMiC already incorporates temporal information using a 1^  ^ order dynamics model, 
a possible improvement would be to explore the use of a 2”  ^order dynamics to account 
for such ambiguities. Incorporating 2'^  ^ order dynamics would take into account the 
start and destination states, further enforcing th a t only transitions tha t have occurred 
in the original data are possible. It is im portant to mention that, although the risk of 
mirrored poses exist, the applied threshold 9 was sufficient to prevent its occurrence.
A largely unexplored problem is in providing autonomous control of socially interactive 
animations. Such a framework has vast applications which spans from computer ani­
mation, to HCI, and social science. W ith the means of modelling social and non-verbal 
behaviour, animators can more easily produce animations tha t look and behave con­
vincingly. A social model can enhance man and machine interfaces, providing machines 
with a better understanding of natural human social behaviour, and allowing synthetic 
human-computer interactions to appear more like human-human interactions. Addi­
tionally, with a tool for discerning social behaviour, it may be possible to better assist 
social scientists with diagnosing and understanding social related conditions such as 
early signs of autism in children.
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7.2 Social Analysis and Social Avatars
A Social Dynamics Model (SDM) was developed in Chapter 5, tha t can accurately 
predict conversation interest in less tha t 5 minutes of observation. Association rule 
data mined confidence values are used to discern trends in exchanges in social signals, 
without the need for psychological observations. A means for efficiently visualising the 
confidence values and their respective rules was also presented, allowing for rapid obser­
vation and derivation. Unlike previous work which use texture features for predictions 
[98, 34], our approach uses the confidence value of mined association rules which are 
both tangible (data driven) and applicable to a larger range of social contexts. An 
initial version of this work was published in [92].
In this work, the SDM was trained and demonstrated on a small data set. Although 
the objective was to model the social dynamics between the 3 subjects for the purpose 
of driving animations of their avatars, a larger data set is required to expand analysis 
for more comprehensive interpretations. Observing the dynamics of a different group 
of 3 participants is a possibility, cross referencing results to validate consistency. An­
other possibility is to use the data in the TUM AVIC interest corpus [109]. However, 
their annotations are subject to the opinions of 4 separate individuals, who were not 
participants in the conversation, as opposed to the participants themselves. As such, 
their opinions may be conflicting.
Visualising the SDMs were only possible for single antecedent rules. Extending the 
visual-SDM to view more antecedent would require a means of visualising higher order 
complex graphs. A possible tool is presented in [58], which present hierarchical edge 
Bundles for visualising relationships in highly complex hierarchical data. However, 
there is no certainty tha t such a visual medium would produce visually discernible 
trends.
By combining the SDM with MIMiC, generating photorealistic socially interactive 
avatars was possible (as detailed in Chapter 6). Utilising the SDM to drive the anima­
tion, the user can alter the interest level of participants in the conversation, effectively 
changing their social responses. Previous work in animating conversational avatars 
based on data driven learning methods [47, 87], differ from tha t presented in this thesis
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in that, only the confidence values from mined association rules are used to generate 
autonomous social responses. MIMiC is further extended to incorporate a texture mo­
tion graph, to overcome ambiguities in transitioning between video frames of natural 
human social behaviour. By pruning the cluster of cut points to have the same gaze, 
talking and laughing labels as their respective k-medoid centre, and by defining a finite 
set of strongly connected subgraphs for each unique set of social signals, the graph is 
made more responsive and best suited for animating natural human social behaviour. 
The preliminary version of this work has been published in [91].
Switching between different subsequences during photorealistic human video synthesis 
results in noticeable jerks. Simple blending techniques such as linear interpolation is 
suitable for some domains but not for precise textures in video. An intuitive video 
blending strategies is required. A possible approach would be to segment the subject 
from the background and use sub-pixel interpolation to align consecutive frames. For 
more drastic cases when limps are out of sync, a solution would be to detach the limps 
from the torso, and use some form of non-linear transformation to realistically blend 
between discrete frames. In this case, in-painting would also be required to fill in pixels 
tha t were occluded. This is similar to the work done in [44], except they demonstrate 
such an approach only on periodic hand movements.
When blending between facial expressions, a facial model can be applied to learn the 
dynamics of facial expressions similar to [23, 43]. Another alternative would be to 
generate a novel face in between frames tha t adheres to the transformation of the facial 
dynamics. A similar idea was presented in [81] but applied to static faces with no 
temporal coherency.
7.3 Future Work
For future work, the method applied for modelling conversational interest in the SDM 
can be applied to other domains. A possible expansion would be to provide real-time 
social behaviour analysis for multiple subjects. Given a live video feed of a crowd 
of people, such as a busy public park or shopping mall. Prom just a short period 
of observation, the model could determine groups of people exhibiting suspicious or
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antisocial behaviour. This would be a useful tool for security and surveillance personnel, 
making the job of monitoring a large crowd of people easier.
Another possibility could be to use the SDM as a tool in assisting sociologists and psy­
chologists with diagnosing certain social related conditions, such early signs of autism in 
children. By simply extracting social relevant information from videos of children play 
amongst themselves, sociologists and psychologists can be better equipped in identify 
key behavioural trends before making diagnosis.
Companies who are heavily involved in providing customer services, could also use the 
SDM as a means of training staff on how to handle difficult encounters with unsatisfied 
and aggressive clients. A further extension could be in providing employees with real­
time evaluation of their interaction with a client, in order to better cater to their needs. 
This is especially useful for cases where there is no face to face interaction, such as over 
the phone, where their is an absence of visual aid. Further study is needed to determine 
if speech characteristic alone can be efficiently used in predicting social context.
W ith the means for using a social model for understanding social context on-the-fiy, the 
natural progression would be to enhance the socially interactive avatars to interact with 
real people in real-time. The avatar should be full-body and be capable of performing 
all social signals and whilst in different postures. As well as dialogue understanding, 
the system should also be able to speak and hold a conversation with multiple subjects 
simultaneously. As suggested earlier, a separate facial and body motion model may 
be a more practical approach than training a model for both, requiring less data and 
providing more variations. Although, an intuitive approach is required to accurately 
stitch both face and body parts together in the final rendering.
Dialogue understanding is a very complex problem, and additional study is needed to 
determine how an avatar can contribute in a natural human conversation. A possibility 
would be to train  a model for all possible responses to a question on a specific topic, 
although, this may still result in artificial responses since there is only a contextual 
understanding of the conversation.
This real-time interactive virtual avatar would be a small step towards a true virtual 
companion. The ability of the user and the avatar to get on well, will only be deter­
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mined by their compatibility, just like real human-human encounters. Such a system 
could be used in the public sector in places like train  stations and airports, to provide 
information and assistance to passengers. It could also be used by the movie and gam­
ing industries, for filming animated characters with human actors, or in allowing the 
interaction between a gamer and a game character to be more natural, enjoyable and 
affective.
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